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ABSTRACT

The efficacy ofionizing radiation depends strongly upon the precision with which

the dose is delivered to the prescribed biological tumour volume (BTV). Howeve¡

substantial localization errors are known to occur during radiotherapy treatments. These

unc¿rtainties should be taken into account when radiation treatment is planned.

Two existing approaches to evaluate the effects ofpatient localization uncertainties

are described. They are shown to be either time consuming or unable to provide dose

distributions with sufficient accuracy.

A new automatic computer technique is developed to calculate the absorbed dose

distribution in a non-stationary patient. The dose calculation algorithm of this technique

is based on the scatter-air ratio model. It derives the non-stationary dose distribution from

the stationary dose distribution through convolution and inverse square law modification.

It is found that in prostate & abdominal treatment region this dose calculation algorithm

satisñes presently recommended dose calculation accuracy requirements and takes only

I -2 seconds to generate a single-beam dose distribution for a non-stationary patient. It

is more reliable and clinically applicable than two previous techniques.

Results from studying a plan for a case of cancer of the prostate indicate that

random localization unccrtainties (RLUs) have the poûential of creating large but

shallow underdose volumes in the BTV region which may result in the decrease of

Tumour Control Probability C[CP). It was noticed that three factors determine the size

as well as the depth of the additional underdose volume caused by the RLUs. They are

the extent of random localization uncertainties (o), the field margin sizæ (X) and the

isocentre dose value @), Two alternative strategies were found to be effective in

eliminating the additional underdose volume, namely raising isocentre dose and increasing



field margin. It was observed that when conformal therapy is applied raising isocentre

dose is probably preferable to increasing the ñeld margin if tumour overdose is not a

great concern, It was also found that in the studied case random localization uncerLainties

have insignificant impacts on the surrounding sensitive organs,
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CHAPTER I

RATIONALE FOR IhIVESTIGATION OF'TIIE EFT'ECTS OF'

PATIENT LOC ALTZ ATION I.INCERTAINTIES



$ 1.1 Introduction

The essential goal of curative radiotherapy is to deliver a lethal dose of radiation

to a malignant tumour volume while minimizing damage to the surrounding healthy

tissue. In rec€nt years, the development of various 3D treatment planning systems and

the application of the Beam's Eye View (BEþ technique for designing conformal therapy

have made it possible to shape radiation beams according to the outline of each individual

target 11,2,3,4,5,61. This customized conformal therapy has the potential of

providing better protection to normal tissue while still depositing sufficient radiation dose

in the tumour to give satisfactory local tumour control. However this apparent advantage

of conformal radiotherapy creates another concern, in that the treatment outcome relies

more substantially on the accuracy and precision of the patient's spatial position. In other

words given the same amount of patient positional eûor, more significant tumour

underdose may be observed in the conformal radiotherapy than in the conventional

rectangular beam therapy. Furthermore, if a larger dose is prescribed when conformal

therapy is used then patient positional uncertainties may result in more serious normal

tissue overdose than would have occurred with conventional beam configurations at a

lower prescribed dose. Thus the accuracy of the patient's spatial position plays a more

important role in the conformal radiation treatment Fl. It is known [8,9] that

uncertainties in the radiation field's spatial position relative to the patient's anatomy, such

as random beam alignment errors, inadequate patient immobitization etc. are unavoidable.

In order to improve the quality of conformal radiation treatment and effectively prevent

or limit the adverse impacts of patient localization uncertainties, a quantitâtive

understanding of their impacts on the radiation dose distribution is necessary.



$ 1'2

Incidence of localization uncertainties in radiotherapy

Fractionated radiotherapy is widely employed in radiotherapy practice. The number

of fractions can vary from 1 to more than 30. Associaûed with this fractionation is the

inability to reposition patients exactly in every fraction of treatment and thus the actual

patient absorbed dose distribution may differ from what was initially intended.

The inter-fractional variations in the treatment machine set-up and the intra-

fractional changes in the patient's position, shape and size a¡e the so called patient

localization uncertainties.There have been a number ofpublished studies on the frequency

and the magnitude of the patient localization uncertainties occurring in clinical practice,

For convenience they will be discussed in chronological order, Although results vary

quantiøtively they indicate that localization erors do happen frequently in the external

radiotherapy practice.

In1974, Marks et al [8,9] reviewed 902 treatment verification films for 99 patients

who received external mantle fields for Hodgkin's disease and malignant lymphoma. They

observed that there were 330 errors out of 902 films. (An error was recorded if the

axillary, cervical, mediastinal, supraclavicular or abdominal nodes were not covered by

the radiation field.) This corresponded to a localization error rate of 36%.

In the mean while, experimental results indicated that the frequency of patient

localization unc¿rtainties is patient dependent. ln 1977, Richards[lO] studied 208

treatment verification films for 28 patients who were receiving pelvic irradiation for

gynaecologic malignancy. They found that serious translational errors (greater than lcm)

existed in 14% of the films for patients under 1501b, but37% for patients over l50lb.
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However it was observed that rotational errors had occurred equally in all weight groups.

Measurements performed on a series of clinical treatments demonstrated that the

frequency ofpatient localization uncertainties is not only patient dependent but treatment

sit,e dependent as well. In 1978, Byhardt et al [lU made a retrospective comparison

of the portal films with simulation films for various treatment sites and found that the

overall rate of translational error (greater than 0,5cm) was 15%. The highest error rate

of 27 % existed in pelvic treatment region, while the least error rate, of 7 % occurred in

the cranial treatment region.

In 1985, Pearcey [2] studied a total of 196 portal films for 24 patients receiving

treatment for testicular tumours. They found L0% of the t¡eatments had localization errors

of l.0cm or greater. Rabinowitz et al [3] analyze.d simulator and portal ñlms from 7l

patients. They found that for all sites, 23% of the treatments had localization errors of

lcm or greater.

In 1987, Lam et al [4] used an on-line portal imaging system and found about

46% of the thoracic and abdominal portals to have errors greater than lcm, with several

cases greater than 2cm.

In 1988, Huizenga et al [5] studied the accuracy of field alignment for 22

patients with tumours in the head and neck, They evaluated 138 portal films against 35

simulation films and found that the average error was 5mm,

Despiæ of the wide variety of the observed frequency of localization errors from

different centres, a clear pattern emerges which indicates that the frequency of

localization errors is patient and treatment siæ dependent, Treatments in the thoracic and

particularly abdominal & pelvic regions are associated with greater probability of

localization errors.
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In 1987, Blanco [16] studied a variety of radiation treatments and concluded that

increased field complexity could increase the frequency of the patient localization

uncertainties. This result suggests that as complicated conformal treatments a¡e used with

increasing frequency, patient localization uncertainties could become a more important

source of imprecision in radiotherapy. Due to all these findings, a worlahop sponsored

by the NCII, made a recommendation for studying the problem of inadequate beam

localization [17]. Since then, much efforts has been devoted to the development of

automatic and semi-automatic treatment verification techniques [18,19,20,21]

to detect and measure patient localization uncertainties.

Results from all these investigations can be summa¡ized as follows: l),

Localization uncertainties occur frequently in variety of radiotherapy treatments,

especially for complicated treatment set-ups. This is because patients are non-rigid objects

and fluctuations in setting up patients are unavoidable and thus the patient localization

uncertainties are inevitable, 2), The magnitude of these uncerúainties is patient, site and

treatment plan dependent.

I National Cancer Institute.



$ 1.3 Clinical impacts of the patient localization uncertainties

L¡calization uncertainties can directly result in errors in the delivered dose and

eventually affect the outcome of radiation treatments. Empirical evidence suggests that

those previously observed localization uncertainties are clinically significant and can lead

to local recurrence or long-term survival Í22,231,

There have been several studies on the clinical consequences of the patient

localization uncertainties. White et al [22] observed that in the treatment of oat cell lung

carcinoma, 55% of the patients who had only minor variations from the treatment

protocol developed local recurrence of the disease, whereas if major protocol variations

occurred the local recunence rate would be increased to 77To. Kinzie's study [23]

indicates that 33% of the Hodgkin's disease patients with inadequate field margins had

in field or marginal recurence, while only 7% of the patients with adequate margins had

such recurrence. Marks et al lAl studied a large series of nasopharyngeal carcinoma.

They were able to correlate improved tumour control with greater precision of treatment

set-up,

The above listed studies are just a few examples of the extensive investigation of

the clinical significance of the patient localization uncertainties. Results indicate that

localization uncertainties may cause substantial changes to the treatment outcome,

Complicated radiation treatment plans often depend on detailed information about the

position of the target and sensitive organs, Such plans are likely to be more sensitive to

localization uncertainties than simpler plans which do not depend on such precise

anatomical details. This expectation is confirmed in the work of Hunt [7] who eompared

the effects of localization e¡rors on the dose distributions for different treatment plans,
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and concluded that conformal treatments are more likely to be affected by uncertainties

in the patient's position. unfortunately the present understanding of the clinical

significance of patient localization uncertainties is far from quantitative. In order to

quantitatively assess the impacts of patient localization unc¿rûainties on the radiation

treatment and ultimately ensure treatment quality, three major aspects need to be explored

l), the development of techniques which can accuraúely measure and effectively reduce

the magnitude and the frequency of the patient localization uncertainties. 2), the

development of techniques which wilt quantitatively include the effects of patient

localization uncertainties in the calculation of the patient absorbed dose distribution. 3),

the development of techniques which can precisely relate the variations in the patient

absorbed dose distribution to the changes of treatment outcome,

The goal of this thesis is to carry out the second investigation and to assist the

radiotherapist in choosing appropriate strategies to prevent or limit the negative impacts

of localization uncertainties. In the following discussion we shall use the concept of

Biological rumour Volume (Brþ, namely the volume of tissue which includes the

tumour volume and region known to have, or considered to be at risk of containing

microscopic extension of the disease, and the concept of Mobile Target Volume (MIþ,

namely the volume which consists of the BTV volume plus an extra margin.

In present dose planning practice, the primary mechanism for compensating for

localization uncertainties is by constructi ng a MTV rcgion, which consists of the Blvplus

a safety margin. A high radiation dose is delivered to the whole Mrv. obviously the

resultant dose distribution depends strongly on the size of the chosen margin. A narrow

margin may lead to insufficient compensation of loealization uncertaintíes and result in

tumour underdose and a decrease of rumour control probability (rcp), while a wide
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margin may result in an over-compensation of localization uncertainties and lead to a

more extensive normal tissue damage and an increase of Normal Tissue Complication

Probability (NTCP). Because of the lack of precise localization error data and the lack of

a quantitative understanding of the impacts of localization uncertainties on the patient

absorbed dose distribution, the margin size is at present mainly chosen by the physician

based on his clinical experience. The margin size for a particular tumour site often differs

from one institution to another. For example in Manitoba Cancer Treatment and Research

Foundation (MCTRF), l.5cm margin is normally used to treat prostate cancer patients,

while in some other institutes l.Ocm or even 2.0cm margins are frequently adopted

125,261. The discrepancies in choice of margin size indicate an insufficient

understanding of the effect of localization uncertainties on the patient absorbed dose

distribution. Treatment quality may thus be sub-optimal.

In order to establish more consistent treatment strategies to prevent and/or limit

the negative impacts of localization uncertainties, it is necessary to develop a technique

to calculate dose distributions for radiation treatments which are subject to localization

uncertainties and to quantify the relationship between patient localization uncertainties and

variations of the patient absorbed dose distribution.

Traditional Treatment Planning systems do not take localization uncertainties into

account. Conventional dose calculation algorithms always presume that a patient's body

is a rigid stationary object and therefore the resultant dose distribution does not truly

represent a patient's absorbed dose distribution unless localization uncertainties are

negligible. To incorporate localization uncertainties into the dose calculation proc¿ss

demands the development of a improved dose ealeulation algorithm.



$ tr.4 Approaches to incorporate localization uncertainties

into treatment planning process

Several methods have been proposed by other authors [27,28] to utilize a

traditional dose planning system to derive the absorbed dose distribution in a non-

stationary patient (considering only rigid translations). All of these methods can be

classiñed into three categories according to the way they interact with the Treatment

Planning System.

Fig(l.a-l) illustrates the dose computation process adopted in the traditional

Theraplan/TP-l 12 system [29].

The typical dose planning procedure begins with the operator definition of a

treatment plan, namely the definition of the configurations3 of radiation beams.

The system then proceeds to the calculation of the dose distribution in the patient

delivered by each individual beam. Such calculation is accomplished through first

acquiring the beam property dataa in the computer storage and then combining them with

the configuration data of this particula¡ beam to create (through a series of dose

computation routines) a dose distribution delivered by this particular beam.

Finally the plan dose distribution is generated by adding the above single-beam

dose distributions together according to the weight of each individual beam.

Theratronics International Ltd, Kanata, Ontario, Canada.

Include radiation source, beam location, beam direction, beam size and shape,
SSD value, wedge and bar information.

Include beam primary profile data, percentage depth dose (%oPDD) table and back
scatter factor,
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Fig(l.a-l) suggests three possible approaches to utilize a traditional Treatment

Planning system, without changing its original dose computation routine, to derive a non-

stationary patient absorbed dose distribution. These will be defined briefly and then

discussed in more detail.

l) Equivalent Plan Method or EPM.

The EPM method replaces the planned set of beams with a larger set of beams

consisting of the planned beams modified to correspond to the actual positions of the

patient at each treatment. The modified beams are weighted by the frequency of

occurrence of each position of the patient to derive the non-stationary patient absorbed

dose distribution, as shown in Fig(l.4-2). such a set of modified beams, referred to as

an Equivalent Plan, gives a dose distribution in a stationary patient which is identical to

the dose distribution delivered by the planned beam configuration to the same but non-

stationary patient.

2) Equivalent Beam Method or EBM.

The EBM method worla by modifying the beam property data, namely, the

primary beam profile; the %PDD and the back scatter factor, so that its beam dose

distribution in the stationary patient corresponds to that produced by the unmodified beam

in the non-stationary patient, as shown in Fig(l.4-3).

3) Modified Dose Distribution Method or MDD.

The MDD method obtains the non-stationary patient absorbed dose distribution by

modifuing the corresponding dose distribution calculated for the stationary patient, as

shown in Fig(l.a-a).
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$ 1.4.1 Equivalent Plan Method or EPM.

It is clea¡ that since EPM method leaves the traditional beam dose calculation

process unchanged it can be applied to all treatment planning systems. The corresponding

dose distribution created by the EPM method, later referred to as an EPM dose

distribution, will be the exact non-stationary patient abso¡bed dose distribution, provided

that the modified set of beams in the Equivalent Plan is chosen correctly and the

traditional dose calculation algorithm is completely error-free. The correct choice of the

beam configuration of the Equivalent Plan from that of the Original Plan is crucial to the

success of the EPM method. The method for choosing the modified set of beams will be

discussed below.

Fig(l.a-5) schematically describes an intended treatment set-up in which one

external SAD5 beam is used to irradiate a patient. The isocentre of this beam is at I, a

point inside the patient body. If during the actual treatment this patient was placed lcm

right of his intended position, then the radiation field actually received by this patient

wouldbedescribe.dbyFig(l.4-6),inwhichtheisocentreof thebeamisatl', lcmleft

of I.

Fig(l.4-7), describes another treatment set-up in which the isocentre of the beam

is at I', lcm left of I, while the patient is fixed at his intended position. If the absorbed

dose from the scattering of any objects outside of patient can be ignored, the radiation

field in the patient of Fig(I.4-7) will be identical to the field shown in Fig(I.4-6). This

is equivalent to saying that with respect to this single beam treatment, the radiation

delivered to a patient who had moved lcm right would be identical to the radiation

5 Isocentric beam, namely the field size is defined at isocentre, with Source-Axis-
Distance:SAD.
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delivered to the unmoved patient from another beam , which is located at lcm left of the

previous beam. In accordance with the definition of the Equivalent Plan, the above shifted

beam set-up in Fig(1.4-7) will correspond to the Equivalent plan ofthe original beam

set-up in Fig(l.a-5). It is apparent that the beam configuration of the Equivalent Plan is

determined by both the beam configuration of the original plan and the localization error

involved in the actual treatment.

If an EPM calculation is carried out using the Theraplan system, the following

point must be considered carefully. That is in the Theraplan/TP-ll system, 1000 Tp

numbers (arbitrary units of received dose) will be automatically assigned to the beam

normalization point if the weighting factor of this beam equals to l, while 1000*I{ will

be assigned to it if the weighting factor is I{. Accordingly the TP number is 1000 at point

I in the original plan (Figl.4-5) and at point I' in Figl.4-7. However since localization

uncertainties will not affect the preset beam-on times, the dose actually deposited at the

isocentre I', as shown in Fig(l.4-6), will not necessarily equal the absorbed dose which

would have been deposiæd at the original isocentre I. In other words, the correct Tp

number at I'in Fig(1.4-6) does not necessarily equal 1000. Assume thatTpQ') isthe

correct TP number. In order to derive the dose distribution of Fig(I.4-6) from the plan

shown in Fig(1.4-7), the beam in Fig(1.4-7) should be Eeighted appropriately to

guarantee the TP number atl' is TPQ') rather than 1000. Namely, a weighting factor

W= TPQ')/10Ø must be assigned to the beam in Fig(1.4-7). In the case of a SAD

treatment, I and I' a¡e the intended and the actual isocentres of the beam. we therefore

have the following relation:
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w - rPe\ - r,(15 _ TPR?\ (1)

1000 T"(r) TPR(I)

where T.Q') and T"Q) are the Tíssue-Air ratios at I' in Fig(1.47) and a I in Fíg(1.45)

respeaively, while TPRQ') and TPR(I) are the coffesponding Tissue Phantom Røios. It

ìs assumed that ín both positions thefield does notfall outside the patient.

Briefly, the above discussion can be summarized as follows: In the environment

of the Theraplan system when the involved localization error is "lcm right" the

Equivalent Plan of Fig(l.4-5) would be a single-beam plan, as shown in Fig(l .4-7), with

the beam placed at "lcm left" and weighted as ltlin Eq(l).

In general, suppose we we plan( ì, w) to represent a single-beam plan with the

isocentre of the beam located at Ë and weighted as wo, When a single localization error

,ü is involved, the corresponding Equivalent Plan should be expressed as:

plan(/,wt)

where

( t-r-n
I n, - *^ , TPR(rt)

[ " TPR(r)

a)

(3)

similarly, when multiple localization errors, such as N distinct errors, are involved the

corresponding Equivalent Plan shall be expressed as:

plnn( f ..f ,fl ¡ wr..w¡..wH ¡ (4)
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L4

(Ð

and, i,l is the i(th) tocalization error and probt is the probability (or normalizedfrequency

ín a retrospective analysís) of the i(th) localízation ,rror. î í, the actual location of the

beam isocenÍre when i(th) localization error is involved.

Expression (4) indicates that for a single-beam plan, the Equivalent plan would be

a multiple-beam plan, namely a tV-beam plan, where ly' is the total number of distinct

localization errors involved in the treatment. Accordingly, for a Lbeam treatment, its

Equivalent Plan would be a L x N beam plan.

The above discussion suggests that for any radiation treatment there is always a

corresponding Equivalent Plan from which one can derive the non-stationary patient

absorbed dose distribution. However the Equivalent Plan of I x N beams normally

implies a complicated beam arrangement. The involvement of large number of beams in

the Equivalent Plan considerably slows down the calculating speed which becomes the

major drawback of the EPM method.

We employed the Equivalent Plan Method to create a non-stationary patient

absorbed dose distribution for a 4-beam treatment (2D) when a total of 9 patient positions

were involved. All four beams were used at each patient position. The corresponding

Equivalent Plan contains 36 beams. As a result, around 30 minutes were necessary to

calculate the dose distribution using the Theraplan system. If a 3D plan with
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approximately 20 CT slices were involved, approximately 8-10 hours would be required.

Obviously the Equivalent Plan Method is very time-consuming.

Besides the Theraplan system was designed such that the maximum number of

beams in each individual plan is fifty t291. This makes the EPM method inapplicable

whenever.L X Nis greater than 50. For example, the EPM method would be inapplicable

ifa 4-beam treatment with 15 distinct localization errors were considered. The application

of the Equivalent Plan Method in the Theraplan system is restricted to situations where

the localization error number N is small.

Historically the EPM method was introduced by Goitein [28] in 1985. This method

should be applicable to any treatment planning system and was recognized to be a method

with high accuracy since it should not introduce any additional error in the resultant dose

distribution beyond the errors due to the algorithm employed by the treatment planning

system. However it was not generally accepted as a clinical approach to create the non-

stâtionary patient absorbed dose distribution because it is too time-consuming. We thus

conclude that because of the unsatisfactory calculation speed and the restriction of the

maximum 50 beams in each individual plan (in the Theraplan system), it is not practical

to apply the Equivalent PIan Method to clinical use. Nevertheless, due to the accuracy

of its created dose distribution, inherited from the original dose calculation system, the

EPM method can be utilized to check the accuracy of other techniques under

development.
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$ 1.4.2 Equivalent Beam Method or EBM

This approach was first introduc¿d by Leong f27l in 1987. In his paper he

presented a method similar to that described in Fig(l.4-3), for incorporating localization

uncertainties into a computerized two dimensional treatment planning system. He pointed

out that localization uncertainties could be considered as extra parameters for beam

descriptions when beam data were fust entered into the comput€r. For example, random

Iocalization uncerûainties will lead to a wider penumbra, Thus by modifying the beam

data, one can obtÀin the non-stationary patient absorbed dose distribution.

Three sets of experimental data measured in a rectangular phantom are utilized by

the Theraplan system as beam property parameters, namely, the primary beam profile;

the percent depth dose table and a back scåtter factor. If these data are modified

appropriately the Theraplan system may automatically produce the non-stationary patient

absorbed dose distribution.

Primary beam proflrle:

The primary beam profile of a radiation beam, denoted by.fo6,Ð | ,rr, describes

at depth d, the relative intensity of dose along the direction perpendicular to the beam

axis. .r and y are off-axis distances along a line parallel to the width axis and length axis

of the field. In Theraplan, the shape of the primary beam profile is assumed to be

determined by three parameters ie, a¡, a2, t as follows: 6

6 This model is used to describe the profile of a rectangular beam, for irregular
beam a simpler model is used,
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(o

where

where

f lx ¡)l o o- g @,r) xh,(d,x) xh r(d,y) xw(r)
t-i---ir"lx'+y"

g(d,r) ß efunction describing the efea of a beamflanening filter and ìs tak¿n

from a stored table of coeficients,

w(x) = u7¡-rC(x)) ß an aftenwr.t¡on faaor descrìbing the anenuatìon produced

by a beam shapíngfilter. v is the linear aÍtenuet¡on coeficient of thefilter material

and C(x) is the rayline thiclaess of thefilter along the ray goíng through the poift

of íruerest.

hdd,x) and hr(d,y) are functions describing the effect of the beam collimator ín

shapíng the edges of the beam. These functions are tak¿n to be of the form: (same

expression applíes to hr(d,Ð)

1.0-0.5exp¡-5 @o-x)l for xsxo

r+(0.5-f)expt- 26-x)J r>ro

a)h,(dÐ-

a, and a, are empírîcal constants.

t is another empirical constant and ís the transmíssìon factor for the collimator far
outside of the beam.

xo is one half of the geometric width of the beam.

p ís the geometric penumbra and ís given by:
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(8)p-SD(SSÐ+d- sDD)lsDD

SD is the source diameteô SSD ¡r source-surface distance, d ß depth, and SDD

is the source-diaphragm distance.

According to læong's suggestion, the modified beam profile should be the original

profile convolved with the probability distribution of the localization uncertainties. Or:

n'''1.'::,,;,,{lWiii;*':}å. (e)

where P(x-x',y-y') is the probabílíty distribution function þr tanslafions in X and y

directions.

The same parameters a1 , a, and r in Eq(7) are always used in Theraplan system

to describe both h,(d,x) and hr(d,Ð and causes the application of læong's method to be

restricted to two dimensional (2D) dose planning. This is because when the probability

distribution of localization uncertainties in X and I directions are not identical, it becomes

impossible to find a new set of o1, a2 and t values to simultaneously describe both h,,(d,

x) and hr'(d, y,l, as shown in Eq(9). One will have to compromise the preciseness of

either h,'(d,x) or hr'(d,Ð or both. When 3D dose planning is concerned both h,,(d,x) and

hr'(d'Ð are used in the dose calculation process and thus the accuracy of the resultant

dose distribution may be poor ir h,'(d,x) and l5'@,Ð a¡e forced to be identical. Therefore
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it is not appropriate to utilize Equivalent Beam Method in the Theraplan system to

calculate the 3D non-stationary patient's absorbed dose disfibution. It is worth

mentioning that when other dose calculating algorithms, such as the pencil beam method

are employed to calculate the stationary patient absorbed dose distribution, one may find

above disadvantage of Theraplan system does not apply [30].

In fact the most serious drawback of the EBM method lies in its basics principle

of attempting to achieve the non-stationary patient absorbed dose distribution through

modifying the beam property data. It is not clea¡ whether this attempt is actually

achievable and whether the EBM dose distribution possess acceptable accuracy. As we

know, the absorbed radiation dose at any point of interest relies not only directly on its

'depth" behind the patient skin but also on the corresponding "rayline depth" [31],

namely the part of the rayline which is within the patient surface. When localization

uncertainties are involved, the variations of the "depth" and "rayline depth" depend on

the shape of the patient contour and so does the variation of the absorbed dose value.

However the EBM method uses the modihed beam property data obtained from a

rectangular phantom and combines them with the unmodified "depth" and "rayline depth"

to derive the non-stationary patient absorbed dose distribution. This approach omits the

effect of individual patient shape on the variations of the "depth" and nrayline depth" and

causes the EBM method to be potentially unreliable. In l-eong's paper 127J, the accuracy

of his method was not addressed. For the above reasons we felt that it is not appropriate

to apply the EBM method to calculate the non-stationary patient absorbed dose

distribution, especially in the Theraplan system, It is also clear that any appropriate

method to be developed should include, among other things, the patient dependent

variations of the "depth" and the "rayline depth" caused by localization uncerlainties,
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$ 1.4.3 Modified Dose Distribution Method or MDD.

Modified Dose Þistribution Method, as described at the beginning of this section,

will manipulate the original stationary dose distributions obtained from the traditional

dose planning systems to derive the non-stationary patient absorbed dose distribution.

Schematically:

{The actual dôse distribution recêived
by a non-stationary patient) ' ,'

I { The dosè ¿iii¡Uui¡on absörbed by
!hé sq¡¡e, but stationàry þâtiént ) ,:

where 9, ìs an operator indicatíng cenaìn Hnds of manipulation.

It is obvious that the effectiveness of the MDD method depends completely on the

operator 9. I must take account the variations of the "depth" and the "rayline depth"

appropriately in order for the resulting non-stationary dose distribution reasonably

accurate. The goal of this thesis is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the MDD method

and to develop an algorithm to implement the MDD method in a clinically useful form.
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$ 1.5 Objective of this thesis

The purpose of this research work is to develop an MDD technique for the

Theraplan system to quickly and precisely calculate the dose distributions delivered to a

patient whose treatment is subject to localization uncertainties.

In the next chapter we will present, for the first time, a specific MDD ûechnique,

namely the Restricted Dose Convolution Technique @DC) to calculate the non-stationary

patient absorbed dose distribution. In the first part of chapter II, we will discuss in detail

its dose calculation algorithm and systematically analyses its accuracy. In the second part

of chapter II, we will discuss in brief the implementation of the RDC technique in the

Theraplan system.

In chapter III we will specifically test and measure the accuracy and the speed of

the RDC technique. In Chapter IV we will apply the RDC technique to a prostate patient

to analyze the impacts of the patient's localization uncefainties on the patient absorbed

dose distribution and investigate the optimum treatment strategies to eliminate their

adverse effects.

In chapter V we will present the conclusion of this thesis.



CHAPTER II

RESTRICTED DOSE COÌWOLUTTON TECHNIQT E (RDC)
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$ 2.1

Restricted Dose Convolution Technique

We propose here an automatic technique in the category of MDD method to

calculaûe the absorbed dose distribution in a patient who is subject to localization

uncertainties.

Localization uncertainties as listed in Chapter I include three dimensional rigid

mechanical translations and rotations of the patient position relative to the radiation field

as well as the non-rigid deformations of the patient external and internal structures. Due

to the complexity of the deformation of the patient shape and the lower reliability of

rotational measurements, only those uncertainties which correspond to rigid mechanical

translations will be considered in this thesis. Translations in the direction perpendicular

to CT planes will also be neglected. Unless otherwise stated, the patient localization

uncertainties will refer only to 2D mechanical translations in the plane of cT slice and

translational errors for all f¡elds treated in a single session are assumed to be identical and

positional changes between fields during one session are ignored.

In order to create the absorbed dose distribution for a non-stationary patient from

the corresponding stationary dose distribution, we need to investigate the dose calculation

algorithm utilized in the traditional Theraplan system and thus find out the effects of the

patient's spatial coordinates on the patient absorbed dose distribution.

The dose calculation algorithm of the Theraplan system is based on the well-known

scatter-air ratio model [31]. The absorbed dose at an arbitrary point p in the patient is

expressed as the sum of two terms. The first describes the dose which results from

photons that interact near P for the first time or the so-called dose from primary photons.
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The second term describes the dose resulting from photons that interact elsewhere first

and have been scattered within the patient one or more times before arriving at point p.

Namely,

D(P)-Dp,i^(P)+Dno,(P)

In the source-fixed coordinates, Iet the position of a point of interest ?" inside a

patient be Ë [whercì= (d,x,y/], as shown in Fig(2.1-l), where d is the depth of this point

below the patient skin, r and y are off-axis distance along a line parallel to the width axis

and the length axis of the field. The absorbed dose at point p would depend on its

position relative to the radiation source and to the anatomy of the patient. It can then be

given as:

D(p) - D A@,5 S D) Vlx ¡)lu, T 
"(dt,o) 

+ s 
"(D 

¡,r),1 (11)

where

Ír(x,y) I oo, is the primary profile ofthis beam as expressed ín Eq(6). It describes

the beam intensìty in aír at poíw P relative to the inrensity at the central axis.

DA@,SSD), is the dose in air on the beam axìs ø SSD+d awayfrom the radìation

source, while d is the depth of the poiru below the sán surface and SSD ìs the

source-surface distance. T"(d',0), is the zero area Tissue-Aìr ratio and describes

the attenuafion ofthe beam caused by a thìclaress of d' ofmaterìal, while d, is the

rayJine depth ofpoint P. Ð represents the parìew surface and F represerus the

shape and size of thefield. so is the scatter-air ratio, ít should depend on the tìssue

density in the patiew as well, however this efea will be ìgnored in thís sndy.

(10)
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ifP is reasonably far away from the patient surface then S, depends mainly on the surface

contour within the field, @") instead of the whole patient surface Ð. We may therefore

wriæ

S"-S.(Io4r)

following Johns and Cunningham [31] we will simplify this further by replacing the

detailed dependence on Do by dependence on the rayJine depth ofP below the surface,

d'. We then obtain

so - so(dt, F, r)

Eq(l l) now becomes

D (p) - D A(d's s D) v l¿'Ðl $ o T 
"(d 

t,o) 
+ s 

"(d 

t f ,r)'J

it is possible to express S.(d',F,r) in terms of the scatter air ratio for the centre of a

circular field of radius p using a sector integration techniques as described by Johns and

Cunningham [31]. These simpler scatter air ratios, S"(d',p), are tabulated, for example

in Johns and Cunningham [31].

Consider that If a patient was not placed at his intended position during a radiation

treatment, the actual radiation dose deposited at P would be:

(12\

(13)

(14)

Dr(Ð=DÀ(dy SSDI) [/a,(r,Ð[rr, T.@!,q * 5"(4,p) ] (1Ð
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where, SSD1, dt, xt, ! and d7' are the actual spafial parameters of poiw P, as shown in

Fig(2.1-2). (The y value remains the same when we consider 2D translations in CT plane,

from this point on we will omit y from expressíon,)

It is obvious that the actual absorbed dose at P, or D,(P), is different ftom D(P),

the calculaûed absorbed dose using traditional Theraplan system. The relationship between

(SSD,d,x,d) and (SSD,,d,,x,,d, ) is essential to the deduction of D,(P) from the known

D@/. Because the patient's localization er¡or is the only connection betw æ,n (SSD,d,x,d)

and (SSDr,d,,x,,d,), we will therefore discuss their relationship specifically when

different localization errors are concerned.

1: Localization error is in the beam axis direction.

As shown in Fig(2.1-3), we have following relations:

rt-o uE (1O

where ù ís the localizatíon error, while Ê is the unít vector in the beam axis direction.

And,

( dr'd
I t,-t
þso-sso,*0,

(1Ð

(18)

But

dl*dt



according to Eq(15), we have:

Dr(p)-D^(4, ssDr) L[,(x,)[rr, T,@!,q * s"@!t,ùl

-D^(d , ssDl) [ fo(x)lur,T,@!,q * s"(4,p) ]

by substituting Í06) I uo, withfoê) | ,r, in Eq(19), D,@) then becomes:

DíP)-DA@ ' SSDI) f î¿(Ðlsso T"@!1,0) * S"@1,ù I (20)

From Eq(6,7,8) we know thatÍ^ft) | uo, andfoft) I ss¿ are not identical, atthough

in umbra region they are virtually the same. The difference in their SSD value will cause

fo(x) I uo, and Ío(x) | ,r, differ from each other in the penumbra region. (ie, ¡ can be

moved from being inside field to outside field or vice-versa when the SSD value changes

to SSD.¡) Considering that the accuracy requirement for the calculated dose values in the

penumbra region is not at all strict (Goitein [32] suggesûed 4mm), and the actual

difference between the SSD and 
^SSD., 

values, namely ór, is fairly small (normally less

than 2cm), usingfo(x) | ,r, to substitutefo@ l rrr., would be reasonably acceptable. (This

will be demonstrated in $2.2) In other words, we predict that above approximation will

not introduce worse than 4mm error to the beam penumbra region.

Furthermore, in considering that d,' and d' are very close when the localization

error is in the beam axis direction, as shown in Fig(2.1-3), we will show (in g2.2) that

the difference between d,' and d'is indeed negligible and consequently the actual dose

at point P can be expressed as:

27
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Comparing D(P) in Eq(14) wirh D,(p) in Eq(21), the only difference lies in the

fust úerm, namely, the absorbed dose in air. According to the inverse square law we

have:

Dle)-D^(d, ssD,) ÍÍ¿(ùlr* T"(dt,O) + S.(dt,p) |

D^(d,SSDr) 
-6so*d)2 - (SSD+d)2

DA@,ssD) (slDr+d12 (sSD+d-ô)2
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Qr)

Q2)

Eq(21) then becomes:

,,,"r-ffi 
*oOdDl(4ssD)Íf /(x)tssDro(dt,o)*s.(d1c)l

- (SSD*ôz 
^o1p¡(SSD+/-[ ¡z

Q3)

Eq(23) shows that the actual patient absorbed dose distribution equals the original

intended dose distribution multiplied by an inverse square law factor J, where

Í-

This expression indicates that factor f is actually a function of ôr, SSD and d,

The magnitude of the localization error, the position of the radiation source and the

position of the point of interest altogether determine the value of the f factor. strictly

(SSD+d)2

(SSD+r'-$ r¡z
Q4)
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speâking factor f should be called an inverse square law functionlô u,P) L,r, and thus

Eq(23) becomes:

D{P)- 
^õ 

b, P)lr, x D(P) QÐ

Recall the operator "9 " described in the introduction of the Modified Dose

Distribution Method. Eq(25) suggests that with respect to axial localization error ôr, there

exists an operator, gr(Ð l rrr, which can relate the actual abso¡bed doseDr@/ to the

original intended dose D(P) through following expression:

Dr(P) - s¡(ôr[sD tD(p)] -"r{ô¡, p)bs¡ tD(p)l - ffi ID(p)l (2O

Notice that 9r(6) I ,ro depends on both SSD and ôu.

However it should be remembered that two approximations were used to deduce

EqQ6). They were the approximation that fo@,y) is independent of SSD and the

approximation of substituting d,' with d'inBqQ}).

2t Locabzation error is in the contour direction.

As shown in Fig(2.1-4), we have:

rt-E' Q7)
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suppose E and E, are the entrance points of the original and the actual beam axes on the

patient skin. (Since no rotations are included, these two axes must be parallel to each

other) In this thesis we will call the direction of the line segment Eþ tn" contour

direction. If the magnitud e of fiZ is ô,. We have:

ssDl-ssD

the absorbed dose at P would then be given as:

DíP)-DA(4 ' SSDI) t,f¿,(r,)[rr, T"ktl,q * s.(4,p) ]
-DA(dt,ssD) t¿,(¡j[- r)ai,g * s"(dl,ùl on'

we noticed that another point Q which is ù or Eþ away from P, as shown in Fig(2,1-4),

satisfies following relation:

it is known that the original intended abso¡bed dose at point Q is given as:

D(Q)-DA@q ' SSD) [ h,@q)lssDT,(4,0) * S"@[, ù7 (3r¡

combining the above equation with Eq(30), we obiain:

(28)

(30)Ioo' o,

Itn - t,

Ð(Q)-DA@L, ssD) t/r,(x,)lorT"(4, o¡ + s.(dj , c) I ßz¡
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if the difference between do' and d,' is negligible, (as will be discussed in more detail in

section $2.2.) we get the following expression:

D(Q)-DA@l ' SSD) [/r,(x')lrro r.g'r, O¡ + s,(df , e) J
(33)

Comparing Eq(33) with Eq(29) we get:

D¡(P)-D(Q) (34)

Eq(34) implies that when localization error is in the contour direction, the actual

absorbed dose distribution is equivalent to the original dose distribution shifted by,ü. Or,

D,(r) - D(í+ Ñ) (3Ð

where

ì is the sparial coordínate of the poittt of ínterest in a coordinaÍe sysrcm rtxed with

the radiation source. O$+fu) is the origìnal dose distribution at poìntì+ù, white

D,(r) is the actual absorbed dose distribution øì

It should be stated that since the outline of the patient external counter is not flat,

the scattering dose at P will not be the same as the scattering dose at p due to the

difference in the amount of scattering material in associated with these two points, In

other words, Expression (34) isjust an approximation. If we consider that scattering dose

only contributes less than 207o to the total dose and the magnitude of localization error

is usually in the range of 1,0 to 2.0cm, the corresponding difference in the amount of

scattering material at P and p would not be substantial and thus the difference of the

scattering dose in D,(P) and D(Q) may be clinically acceptable. In the next chapter, we
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will use phantom and real patient to demonstrate that when the outline of the external

contour is reasonably smooth the approximation in Expression (34) would be clinical

acceptable.

Unfortunately, another problem arises when the point of interest P or (i) is very

close to the patient exúernal contour so that the corresponding point r'+.ü resides outside

of the patient contour outline. According to Eq(35), the actual absorbed dose at i would

be the original dose at i+ü, which is presently zero. (In the Theraplan system the

absorbed dose at any point outside of patient is always treated as zero.) Obviously this

is not corect.

In order to compensate for this problem, we made an approximation that whenever

pfì+ñt is znro, D jô) wili-be forced to equal D(Q'), where Q'is the nearest calculation

grid point from r'+.ü which is inside the patient. Since in areas close to the patient skin,

unless it is in the geometric beam, tissue receives a very small dose and is not sensitive

to the localization uncertainties, using D(Q') to represent Drfy' should be reasonably

acceptable. Although in the beam build-up and exit regions where D(Q') is not small,

above approximation may introduce certain extent of inaccuracy to the dose distribution,

considering that in the Theraplan system, the accuracy of the calculated dose values in

the beam build-up region is quite low anyway [33], we therefore expect the above

substitution to be clinically acceptable. In the next chapter, phantom and real patient will

be used to demonstrate this point.

Using the concept of operator '9', we can express Eq(35) as:

Díî) - 9r(ô) tD(rll - lotll ôl/ - (r- + tù¡7 al
-Df+fi

(30



where

JJ

(3Ððr,"-(,1,ør-{ ä:, "t*,!
and

s¿(ô) - [a¡l-e.fr)| al (38)

9t(ô) ís an ìnfegratíon operalor which relafes the non-stationary patient absorbed

dose with the intended statìonary dose through iwegration ìf the localizatìon error

is in the contour dírection.

It should be remembered that several approximations were used to deduce Eq(36),

They include the approximation made near the patient surface and the approximation of

substituting d.,' with d o' in Eq(32).

3: Two successiye localization errors are involved

Gathering previous discussions together, the actual dose received after two

successive movements, one in the contour direction (ô) and the other in the beam axis

direction (ôø), can be expressed as:

D(P) - g¡(ô' [E¿(ô) Do(P) (3e)
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(40)

of,

D(P) - g¿(ô) [gr(ô, Do(P)]

In the following we will prove that provided equations 15, 26 and 36 are valid, the

calculated absorbed dose from Eq(39) is identical to the dose derived from Eq(40). In

other words, the order of these two successive movements is not important, operator

9r@r/ commutes with operator 9r(ô).

1) The dose at P from Eq(39):

According to Eq(36), after movement ðf, the dose at P can be expressed as:

o'(p) - g¿(ô) Do(P) - Do(P+ô,r) @L)

where Do(P) and D'(P) are the or¡gínol and the actuøl absorbed dose at P.

The final dose at P after the subsequent movement ô,.Ë would be:

D(P) - gr(ôJ D(P) - Es(õ' Do(P+ôp

According to Eq(26), we have:

D(P) -
(SSD+dr-.y'2

Do(P+ô.$
(SSD+d"*or-ô )2

(42\

(43)
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2) The absorbed dose at P from Eq(ul0):

According to Eq(26), the absorbed dose at P after movement ôf should be described as:

D{P) - s8(ô' Do(P) - uffi r,,"' (44)

where, d, is the depth of poinr P relntive to the origitøl radiatìon source.

Accordingly, the absorbed dose at point P+ô,i after shift ôrË should be described as:

D,(P+õ.ti = g¡(ôJ Do(P+õ,Ll -
(SSD+dr-o ¡z Do(P+ô þ) (4s)

(SSD+d"-oO-ô)2

where, dr*¿is the depth of poiru P+ôi, reløive to the origín^al radíaÍion source.

According to Eq(36), following the subsequent shift ôf. in the contour direction the final

radiation dose at P would be the previous dose at point P+ôf,, or,

Ð(P) = or(P+6 p) -
(SSD+dr,oþ2

Do(P+õ,L) (46)
(SSD+d"-rr-ô )2

It is obvious from Eq(43) and Eq(46) that the dose from Eq(39) is equivalent to that

derived from Eq(40). Namely operator 9r@o/ commutes with 9r@r/.

4: I¡calization error is in an arbitrary direction:
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Suppose a translational 
"l:;o, 

ù is involved in a radiation treatment, considering

that we know nothing about the actual process of this movement, it is thus justified to

assume that this shift ü is actually composed of two successive movements, one along

the beam axis direction and the other along the contour direction, as shown in Fig(2.1-5):

ù-Ep*orí

The absorbed dose at P can thus be expressed as:

D(P) - s¡(ôJ Is¿(4Ð Do(P)l

where

Do@) and D(P) are the origínnl and the actual radiation dose af P, independent

of the actual physical transløions which resulted in û.

According to Eq(43) we have:

D(P) -
(SSD+dr.¡þ2

Do(P*Eþ
(SSD+ín¡¡-6 )z

This is the absorbed dose at P after an arbitrary localization 
"no, 

ù.

We refer 16 1þs lsçhnique based on Eq(26,36,49) as the Restricted Dose

Convolution Method, or briefly as RDC. The term *restrictedn emphasizes that the

convolution does not include any components of localization error parallel to the beam

axis. This investigation will consider only translations in the cT planes. In principle the

(47)

(48)

(4e)
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method is applicable to any translations, however computational limitations make the

inclusion of translations out of the CT planes impractical ât present. The above discussion

demonstrated clearly that localization errors in the contour direction and in the beam axis

di¡ection have different effects on the patient absorbed dose distribution. Errors in the

beam axis direction will cause the absorbed dose distribution to be changed according to

the inverse square law, while errors in the contour direction will cause the absorbed dose

distribution to be shifted relative to the patient and such a shift of the dose distribution

can be represented as a convolution of the original dose distribution, as shown in Eq(36),

Viewing the process as a convolution is trivial in the case of a single shift, but becomes

more useful when multiple shifts are considered.

Naturally, when multiple localization errors are involved, the actual absorbed dose

at P would be expressed as:

È (SSD+d- -¡*)2
D(p) - lwtx-'-----'."'---xDo(p+ElS (s0)

i-t (SSD+dr,5p-6 )z

where,

N is the total number of localization errors involved in the radiation treafmenl,

tilhile W is the number of occurrences of the i(th) Iocalízation error.

For a computerized Treatment Planning system the calculation of Eq(50) can be

accomplished easily with high speed even when Nis big. It is therefore anticipated that

RDC technique may be a lot faster than the Equivalent Plan Method, especially when

localization error number N is big.
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$ 2.2 Approximations in the RDC technique

From the previous discussions on the dose calculation algorithm of the RDC

technique we are ar¡/are that this technique ignores the difference of d,' and d'inF;q(2})

and the difference of d,' and dr'in Eq(32). Both approximations will introduce errors to

the calculated radiation dose distribution. The following discussion is dedicated to the

impacts of these approximations. we shall first consider the discrepancies between dr'

&. d' and between dt' &. dq' and then in section 2.2.3 consider the effect of these

discrepancies on the dose calculations.

1: The discrepancy between dt' & d'.

As shown inFig(Z.2-l), for a flat phantom d' canbe expressed as:

-2 I
'd| + --: -12

(SSD+d)z
(s1)

where,

s. - 
^SPo 

- arctan(ËD+4¡
x

A shift of source position in the beam axis direction can be viewed as a change of ^ssD

value, simplified as "s" value later. For small shifts we have:

(s2)

d,¿,-d9,!*4"_dÍd?ro,d(s) d(s)

1+ 1

ø^z@)

(s3)



According to Eq(51), we get:

adt -
x2 õrd

I

[(s+d¡2 + x2f7 (s*¿)z

dt -at, - ut -
x2 õrd

I

[(s+d12 + x27ã 1s*d¡2

(sÐ

Eq(55) indicates the above discrepancy depends on four parameters, namely SSD, ôr, d

and ¡. The smaller the SSD value and the bigger the localization error (ôr) is, the bigger

the discrepancy will be. The location of the point of interest also affects the magnitude

of this discrepancy. In regions closer to patient skin (smaller d) and regions further away

from the beam central axis (bigger r) the corresponding discrepancy will be bigger.

Specifically we can state that the discrepancy between d' and d,'is relatively higher in

the beam build-up and the beam penumbra region.

In typical external radiotherapy, the source surface distance or ^lsD value is around

90cm and the magnitude of the patient localization error ô, is believed less than 2cm,

According to Eq(55) the corresponding d'and d.¡'discrepancy measured at a point 30cm

away from the beam central axis and lOcm (ust below the electron equilibrium) behind

the patient skin surface would be much less than lmm. Although above result was

deduced from the geometry of a rectangular phantom, considering that the magnitude of

localization error ô, is normally very small when compared with ssD value, we can

39
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Or,
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reasonably believe that the difference between d' and d, 'would be very small even in the

real patient situation.

2: The discrepancy between dr' and dr't

As shown in Fig(2.2-2), when the localization error is in the contour direction, we

have:

d,'= lBPl
ao,= lEoel
õ,: I EtE 

I

Point Q is chosen such that P-p = E7 ($2.1) and I is chosen so that Èf P!. We then

have:

I dl-dtq l-A-u

In the triangle .ABE* we have the following relation:

sin(c)_sin(Þ)-sin(F)
AB AE, ô¡

u1-¿1 - th(o),.0.
' t' sin(p) '

Eq(57) indicaæs that this discrepancy depends on three parameters, namely ô,, ø

and B, The bigger the localization error and the bigger the a and the smaller the B is, the

greater the diserepaney will be.

The angle cY is the angle between line segments FEo and ù @, Eþ. Its value

(so

(s7)
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depends on the flatness of the patient external contour. If the patient surface is flat from

E, to E* the corresponding a would be zero and d,', do'would be identicat. The more

curved the contour surface, the bigger the a is and therefore the bigger the discrepancy

will be, Angle p is the angle between line segments BÈo and ËA, its value decreases with

the increase of the off-axis distance ¡.

In conclusion the magnitude of I drrdo'l depends on the magnitude of

localization error ô,, the shape of the patient external contour and the position of the point

of interest. The more curved the contour surface and the bigger the localization error is,

the greater the discrepancy will be. In addition the discrepancy is bigger in the penumbra

region where the off axis distance is relatively larger. However because the exact

magnitude of this discrepancy depends on the shape of individual patient, it is diffrcult

to give an estimate of its 'typical' value.

3: The effects of neglecting above two discrepancies:

As shown in Eq(15), d, ' is an argument of functions T.(d.',0) and S"(d, ,,p/ (tissue

air ratio and scattering air ratio). using do' or d'to substitute d,'will introduce error to

the final dose distribution. The significance of such error depends on both the magnitude

ofthese discrepancies and the sensitivity ofT"(dr',0) and S"(d,',p) to d,'.lf T"(dr',0) and

S"(dt',p) change rapidly with d,', then even minor discrepancies between d,' and d, or

dt' and dr' may result in quiæ significant changes to the function value and lead to a large

error in the final dose distribution. However if T"(dr',0), S"(dt',p) changes very slowly

with dr', minor differences between d,' and d' or d,' and di may be negligible.

First we shall consider the Scatter-Air ratio data, namely So(d, ',p,1, which describes

the probability of receiving scattered radiation. we know that scattered radiation
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contribuúes less than 20% tothe entire absorbed dose,[32] Therefore changes in S,(d1',p)

due to changes in dr' will not have a strong impact on the total absorbed dose value.

Besides, scatùered radiation consists of photons which have been scattered one or more

times and have partially or totally lost the information of the primary beam and therefore

the magnitude of s"(d t ',p,) is not extremely sensitive to the position of the radiation

source. It is therefore reasonable to assume that adequate accuracy may be obtainable

when S"(d,',p) is replaced with S"(do',Ð in Eq(32) or S"(d,,,p) is replacæd with S"(d,,p)

in Eq(20). (Noted above statement may not be true when the point of interest is near the

surface of patient. However the accuracy of dose distribution in surface region is quite

low anyway.)

In practice Tissue Air ratio data are not directly available for radiations above

|MV. However we know that Tissue Phantom Ratio data, which are available, vary with

depth in a similar way to the Tissue Air Ratio data[3l]. Thus it can be used as a

substitute for TAR in determining the dependence of T"(d,',O) on d,,. The zÊro-area

Tissue phantom ratio, Tr(d1',0), vs Depth dt'f3ll for both 25MV x-rays and eCo beams

are plotted inFigQ.2-3).It is noticed that in Fig(2.2-3), Tldt',0) changes rapidly with

d;'in beam build-up region. As a result quite extensive error could be introduced into the

RDC dose values in the beam build-up region. However the original calculated dose value

in the beam build-up region is known to be imprecise and therefore the additional

inaccuracies introduced by above approximation are relatively unimportant. It is also

observed that in Fig(2.2-3), when dr' is greater than the depth of electron equilibrium,

Tp(di',0) (andT"(d',0)) changes very slowly with d¡'.

For 25 MV x-rays, we have:
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^T-{::1 - Ð% (s8)

namely, every lcm discrepancy in dr' and d' value (or dr' and do' ) will result in 2%

difference in the Tissue Air Ratio value.

For @Co beams, we have:

AT<-!) ' *3% (s9)

Eq(58) and Eq(59) indicate that at depth below d,",7, if discrepancies (d,-fi) or (do,- d,)
are within l.Scm, the corresponding error in the RDC dose distribution due to TAR

would be comparable to the t4% accuracy requirement for the computer generated dose

values [32,33].

We are aware that when a localization error in the beam axis direction is involved

the difference between d' and d,'is small and usually much less than lcm and thus the

RDC dose distribution will be acceptable. On the other hand when localization error in

the contour direction is involved, the difference between d,'and dr' could be noticeable.

Its magnitude depends on the size of the localization error ô,, the shape of the patient

external contour and the location of the point of interest. The more curved the contour

surface and the bigger the localization error is, the greater the discrepancy will be. If the

patient contour outline were f7at, dr' and do'would be identical and therefore the RDC

dose distribution would be free of error due to localization erors along phantom surface.

In reality the patient contour outline is not flat and consequently it is impossible to avoid

inaccuracies in the RDC dose distribution. However as long as the discrepancy betrveen

? Electron equilibrium depth.
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do' and d,' can be kept within lcm to Zcm, the corresponding enor will be considered

acceptable. Nevertheless whenever the discrepancy is much greater than 2cm, the RDC

dose distribution may become un¡eliable.

Gathering sections $2.1 and $2.2 together we can summa¡ize the accuracy of the

RDC dose calculation algorithm as follows. The approximation of replacingÍ¿(x) I sspt

withfo(x) L,, [Eq(20) and Eq(32)] will create inaccuracies in the calculated dose value

in the beam penumbra region when the axial localization error is involved. While the

approimation of replacing pfì+ñl with D(Q') will introduce inaccuracies to the beam

build-up region when the localization error in the patient contour direction is considered.

However, the inaccuracies in the RDC dose values at other regions are mainly caused by

replacing T,(4',0) with T,(dr',0). The severeness of this inaccuracy depends on the

patient shape and the magnitude of the localization error. The more curved the contour

surface and the bigger the localization error is, the less reliable the RDC dose distribution

will be. Suppose the error in the calculated dose value in the beam build-up region is

unimportant, it is then worthwhile to investigate the feasibility of utilizing the RDC dose

calculation algorithm to calculate the non-stationary patient absorbed dose distribution.

In the next section \,ve will implement the RDC algorithm to a computerized

Treatment Planning system, In chapter III, we will examine the accuracy of the RDC

Þchnique in several specific cases.
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Implementation of the RDC technique in the Theraplan system

DOSCAL is the name of the program that is being implemented in the Theraplan

system to perform the following computation of the non-st¿tionary patient absorbed dose

distribution:

tr (SSD*d- 
--'=\2

D(P) - Ey/'x--'-*-:lig-- xD;r+ffi
¡-r (SSD+dr_¡ry_õþz

(60)

where N is the total number of localizøion errors involved ín the treatmenÍ, uJ is the

frequency of occurrence of the í(th) localìzption error, ô/ ís the axíal component of the

i(tþ localizøion enor, 4È ¡s *e confour componenÍ of the i(th) localizaion error and

-¡Dop+ElQ is the original intended radiation dose af point p+qÈ.

(Note that there moy be one value of í ín whìch the localization ewor ís zero,ìe, the

paÍienf is ìn the 'conect' posítion.)

To successfully carry out the calculation of Eq(60), three major tasks need to be

accomplished. The first and the most fundamental tasla is to provide computer with

localization error data and its associated probabilities. The next is to decompose every

localization error into two components, one in the beam axis direction and the other in

the contour direction, as shown in Fig(2.1-5). The last task is to find out the original

intended dose at point P+ÐÈ, namely rhe value of Do@+flÈ).
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1: Localization error and its associated probability:

In the retrospective situation, the investigation of the effects of the patient's

localiz¿tion uncerlainties is scheduled after the enti¡e radiation treatment was completed,

For a fractionated radiation treatment, if portal images were taken at each fraction of the

treatment, then the actual position of the patient in each fraction is known and can be

assigned a weight of //¡r', where .f/ is the overall number of fractions.The actual patient

absorbed dose distribution is then given as:

(61)

In thís case,the necessary input includes localization enor dafa and N, the number of

treatment fraction.

However in practice, complete localization error data of this type are not available.

when the more realistic prospective case is encountered, the calculation must then be

based on predictable statistical properties of the localization e¡rors.

we group localization errors into three categories: l) systematic set-up errors:

result from errors in setting up the patient or treatment machines which occur in the same

way in every fraction of treatment. when systematic set-up errors occur the average error

throughout the entire treatment is not zero. 2) Random day-to-day errors: result from

unpredictable errors in setting up patients and unavoidable movements of the patient body

during radiation treatment, If errors are truly random the average error throughout a

complete treatment with large number of fractions would be zcro,3) Mistakes: these are

D(P) - * Ë 
(tt'.'*'Èi, 

xDo@+ffiiv i-r (.S^SD+d",E:.3-õ ù"
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large, easily corrected errors in the setting up of the treatment fields, for example

customized block errors and skndardizæd block positioning enors. Since these errors

arise rarely in clinical practice and should be corrected immediately we will exclude

mistakes from our discussion.

when only systematic localization errors are in the concern, a constant vecbr ù
can be used to represent them. Clearly the probability of such localization error is I and

the corresponding localization error number Nis I as well. Recall in $1.4.1, we stated

that when localization error number ly'is small, the Equivalent plan Method would be a

suitable method to create the actual patient absorbed dose distribution. There is no

obvious advantage for applying the RDC technique (since the EpM method is more

accurate), In other words, it is appropriate to use the EpM method to derive the actual

patient absorbed dose distribution when only syst,ematic localization error is involved.

When random localization uncertainties are involved, we assume that the frequency

distribution can be approximated by a continuous Gaussian function. The corresponding

probability of having localization error in the range x to x*dx in the x direction and z

to z*dzintheZ direction can be given as:

P(x, z) dx r, - #" oo n* - *, * * (62\

in whích,o,, o, are the standard deviaions ín the x and z directionÅ respect¡vely. (x and

Z are two orthogonal axes in the CT plane. Localization uncertainfíes ín superíor-inferior

direction, namely Y direction, are igrcred in this thesis).
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So fa¡ the documented clinical values of ø, and oz aÍe very limited, for simpticity

we assume for this investigation that:

Ox - Oz - O

we then have:

(63)

(64)

(6Ð

P(xa)dx ¿ - -J- Expl-(*-+z)lùt dz
2æo' 2az

- -l^ Expç!¡, ¿,, ¿s
2no' 2oz

where,

,-tp*V ; dxdz-rdrd0

Apparently if random localization uncertainties are described according to Eq(64),

a single parameter o will determine the probability distribution. In order to use Eq(60)

to calculate the patient absorbed dose distribution, we need to discretize this 2D

continuous distribution function and deduce the corresponding probability # of each

sampled localization 
"oo, 

ñ. Here we adopt a discretization approach defined as an

equally spaced sampling along the x and z axes. The sampling bin size odsn can be as

fine as desired. The continuous probability distribution of the random localization

uncertainties will thus be replaced by a discrete probability distribution, As shown in

Fig(2'3-l), Point o corresponds to zÊto localization error, while points A,B,G,D

correspond to localization error of (ds,Q, (0,ds), (-ds,O) and (0,ds) respectively. other

sampling procedures such as a complete cartesion grid or randomly chosen points could
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be used, This investigation uses only the simple "crossn pattern described above. The

probabilities associated with these localization errors considered here are defined as

follows:

w(O) - prot{rrf,)-
clsl2 2t

t, {, # EXPI#) r d¡ do

t - ExPç9)
8oz

(60

w(A) + w(B) + w(C) + tr(D) - p*t<t*rt)
l.Sd¡ 2¡z

= 
,L [* ExP(- 

zoL,) 
r ù do (67)

-Expç 
s"É,) 

- Exq-#)

Thesefoursamplingpointsrepresentallpossiblepositionsintherange (ds/2<r=3ds/2).

From symmetry we can say:

v'(A) - w(B) - Í,(c) -p(D) - þ*Uf;*rffl
- trt*cffi, - nxrc 

*,W)t

Similarly,

tç{E) - w(Ð - 14,(G) - wçÐ - !eø<ffrrr+)-.,,. (6e)
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The cut-off of this discretization process is designed at cumulative probability

greater than 99.9%. This gives finiúe number of sampling points, N. Larger standard

deviation value ø will require larger values of N, It was found, for example, that for

o=2mm and ds=Smm,lù-S; while for o=3mm, Nincreases to 9 and when o=Smm, a

value of 13 is required for N.

Because in the Theraplan system the dose calculation grid is usually 5mm or

larger, little would be gained by choosing a sampling bin size 'ds " smaller than 5mm.

Throughout this thesis, we will use bin sizn, 'ds' of 5mm to discretize the Gaussian

distribution. (In fact we examined the calculation results of Eq(60) by using a variety of

bin sizes and found that the results did not change when the bin size was decreased below

5mm. In other words, using bin size smaller than 5mm will only slow down the

calculation speed without improving calculation accuracy.)

Table (2.3-l) provides a quick view of the shape of the discretized Gaussian

distribution, using bin size, of ds-5mm.
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Table(2.3-1)

Gaussian probability distributions

* Points I,J,K and L are af 3ds from O on the X,Z,-X, and -Z axes respectively.

It should be noted that in addition to the Gaussian distribution, other models could

as well be used to describe the frequency distribution of the random localization

uncertainties. In the absence of detailed data on localization uncertainties, above

discretization procedure is just a reasonable preliminary approach. An alternative

approach using a Monte Carlo technique has recently been suggested by McParland

t341,

2: Decomposition of localization error:

As shown in Fig(2.1-5), the decomposition of each localization ..ror.ü i,
accomplished through locating two points E, and E. They are the entrance points of the

actual and the intended beam axes on the patient skin surface, The coordinates ofE, and

The probability:

,/¡

Points( Defined in Fig.2.3-l)

o A,B,C,D E,F,G,H I,J,K,L*

Standard

dev

(t

2mm 54.20% tt.45% 0.0% 0.0%

3mm 2930% 1658% l.lVo 0.0%

5mm 11.79% 13.95% 7.02Vo 1.05%
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E can be obtained easily because the beam axis di¡ection and the patient contour outline

are known. @atient contour outline was stored in the computer when the original

stationary dose distribution was first created. Suppose no rotations a¡e involved so the

actual beam axis and the intended beam axis are parallel.) From the coordinates of these

two points we can obüain the corresponding two components of this particular localization

roo..ü. o.,

n - EF. (S-rrË,1 - ô"r'+ ôrE

The magnitude of the contour component is expressed as:

ô¡ - tETt

The magnitude of the beam axis component is expressed as:

(7t)

(70)

(72)ôå -lssD - ssD, l-lsË - s-Ê'r I

Subroutine DCOPSH is designed to carry out the decomposition of any arbitrary

localization eno, fr. Module testing of DCOPSH was performed on a rectangular and

a elliptical phantom by comparing the calculated coordinates of E, E, (as well as the

magnitude of ô, and ôr) with the results of hand calculation for a series of localization

eoors .ü ranging from lmm to 2cm in arbitrary di¡ections. For this range of input the

routine DCOPSH functions as designed.

3: Original intended radiation dose at point P+E Ë.

In order to acquire the original intended dose value at point p+E-,'L, we need to

accpss the original beam dose distribution file. In the Theraplan system, the beam dose
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distribution is represented as a matrix of dose values at points on a 46x47 rectangular grid

on each slice [29]. If point P+û is not a grid point, bilinear interpolation was used

to deduce its dose value from the dose values of the nearest four grid points, Module

testing was performed on a elliptical phantom and a rectangular phantom by comparing

the calculaæd Doe+EtE) with the results of hand calculation for a series of M in

arbitrary directions.

4: Basic logic flow of the program DOSCAL:

O DOSCAL is designed to be executed following the creation of the original intended

dose distribution by a normal Theraplan calculation.

O The program starts with the request for the input of localization error data. It divides

input data into two categories, namely the input of every specific localization error (N,

{y') in the retrospective situation and the input of the standa¡d deviation value "ø' and

the sampling bin size 'ds' in the prospective situation. In both cases program will

calculâte the weight (ll) of each localization error automatically. Module testing was

performed to ensure that in the prospective situation, the calculation ofthe probability of

each localization error is correct. The tested "o'values range from lmm to 2cm and the

bin size values 'ds' range from lmm to 5mm.

O The program then proceeds to the computation of the actual patient absorbed dose

matrix for each beam through following procedures:

i) Decompose each localization error ¡4- to two components, as shown in Fig(2,1-5),

one in the beam central axis direction and the other in the contour direction. Or,

ñ'-nlE*ôld Q3)
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Read in the stationary beam dose malnx Do values from the conesponding beam

dose matrix file. Calculaúe Ðo(P+EÈ), the actual beam dose at point P after
.--:¡

shifting E,'E in lhe patient contour direction, through bi-linear interpolation.

The actual beam dose at point P after the ith shift fr 
" 

n be obtained by
------l

multiplying Do(P+EttE) with the inverse square law factor f (section g2,l) to

account for the axial component of this shift. Or,

Dt(P)
(SSD+d".r*¡z

x D.(P+Eþ (74\
ISSD+dr.r.rr6'f

iv) After repeating above process for each localization error, the actual beam dose

matrix is generated through adding above dose values together. Or,

¡¡ l^SSD+d- -+¡)2D(P)-lwtxailr¡-!wix' ----IÏ{- xDo@+Eþ
¡-r i-t (SSD+d"_ryô)z

Where, vj ís the occurrence of the i(th) tocalization 
"rror'^It.

Finally the new dose matrix is stored.

Steps i to v are repeated for every beam until all beam dose matrices have been

re-calculated on one CT slice.

Steps i to vi are repeated for every CT slice until beam dose matrices on all slices

have been re-calculated.

Finally, program CMSUMI is called to add all the newly created beam dose

matrices together using the beam weights defined by the intended treatment plan.

(7Ð

v)

vi)

Yü)

Yüi)
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The resulting distribution was normalized in the same way as the original

stationary dose distribution. This is accomplished by the program CMSUM1, a

program which is almost identical to the 'CMTSUM' program in the

TheraplanÆP-l l sysûem except for the normalization value, Since program

CMTSUM is presumably error free, no specific úesting is performed on

CMSUM1.

The flow chart of the program DOSCAL is presented inFig(2.3-2). Testing of the

complete program was carried out using a rectangular phantom. The absorbed dose

matrix values at a few grid points associated with a series of single shifts were calculated

by hand and by the program DOSCAL and were found to agree.

In the next chapter we will quantitatively investigate the reliability of the Restricted

Dose Convolution æchnique. Its speed and applicability will be addressed thereafter.



CHAPTER III

ACCEPTABILITY AND APPLICABILITY

OF RDC DOSE CALCULATION ALGORITHM
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$ 3.1 Introduction

It was mentioned earlier in section $2,2 that several factors affect the accuracy of

the RDC technique, They include the shape of the patient external contour, the magnitude

of the localization error and the location of the point of interest. The more curved the

contour surface and ttre bigger the localization error is, the less reliable the RDC dose

calculation algorithm will become. In regions where the patient external contour has large

curvature, such as the head and neck region, the accuracy of the RDC dose calculation

algorithm will be lower, whereas at regions where the patient external contour is

relatively flat, such as the prostate & abdominal region, a higher accuracy can be

anticipated. Since inhomogeneity effects were ignored in the dose calculation algorithm

as described in Eq(l1) we will limit the present investigation of the RDC dose calculation

algorithm to the prostate abdominal treatment region where inhomogeneity is usually

considered unimportant.

There are two possible approaches to assessing the accuracy of dose distributions

calculated using the RDC algorithm:

1) The RDC distribution could be compared with an experimental distribution. This

is the ideal method but is very difñcult to carry out in practice.

2) The RDC distribution could be compared with another calculated distribution

which is believed to be accurate. This method has been adopæd here using the

EPM as the "gold standard" distribution. The only errors expected in the EpM

distributions are those which arise from Theraplan iself and will be common to

both the EPM and RDC distributions.

The comparison of the RDC & EPM distributions may be made by direct
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comparison of the dose values or by comparing the results of using the two

distributions to calculate tumour control probabilities, normal tissue complication

probabilities, volumes of regret, dose volume histograms or other evaluation tools.

This investigation has concentrated on dosimetric comparison.

In order to investigate the acceptability of the RDC dose calculation algorithm, it

is necessary to speciff a commonly acceptable accuracy requirement on the calculated

radiation dose values. A number of authors have made recommendations on levels of

accuracy that should be achievable with Treatment Planning computers, It was suggested

[35,36] that a statement of criteria of acceptability of computer generated dose values

should be dependent on whether the point of interest is in a region of low or high dose

gradient, The levels of acceptability for photon beam dose calculations suggested in

[37] are summarized in Table(3.1-l).
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Table(3.1-1)

criteria of acceptability for photon beam calculations for media with homogeneous

density, @ercentages are quoúed as a % of the central ray normalization dose.)[37]

* T-he criteria of acceptability of compwer generated dose values ìs dependera on

whether the poínt ofíruerest is ín the regíon oflow or hígh dose gradient.[3g].

In the hígh dose gradiew regìon, such as in beam penumbra, it is rct appropriøe

to use +% dose discrepancy to describe the accuracy ofthe calculated dose

value. The more suitoble quanrfty is the error in the position of the isodose curves.

Note that it ìs dfficult to quote a criterìon of acceptability ín the bea¡n buìld-up

region sìnce the dose in that region ís qfected by electon contamination which is

dependent on treafment geometry, field size and intemeníng attenuofion materials,

The above criteria will be used to evaluate the acceptability of the RDC algorithm.

Desciptor Criterion

l: Central ray døa (except in beam build-up regíon) t2%

2: High dose region - low dose gradieru t3%

3: Large dose gradierus (> 30Vo / cm) 4mm*

4: Small dose grodiews ín low dose region (íe, dose < 7%) t370
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'we suggest the accuracy of the RDC dose calculation algorithm to be assessed by

comparing dose matrices obtained from the RDC æchnique with those from the EpM

method under the same given localization error data. we will use an iso-error plot to

depict the discrepancies between these two dose distributions obtained from the EPM and

RDC methods. The maximum inaccuracy on the central ray will be denoted by e"; the

maximum inaccuracy in regions of high dose and low dose gradients by e, and the

maximum inaccuracy in regions of low dose and low dose gradients by e,. The accuracy

of the RDC dose values in regions of large dose gradients, namely in the beam penumbra

region, will be measured using dro*, the largest distance in mm between the 50% isodose

curves from the RDC technique and the EPM method.

It is worth mentioning that the criteria in Table 3.1-l are dosimetric. In fact

dosimetric accuracy is not the most important objective, and it is hard to say what

constitutes adequate dosimetric accuracy, the criæria in Table 3.1-l being somewhat

arbitrary. What really matters is whether the clinical decisions taken on the basis of an

RDC dose distribution a¡e the same as those taken using the EpM distribution (assuming

the latter to be correct).
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$ 3'2

Acceptability of RDC technique in prostate treatment region

In the prostate treatment region, the patient external contour outline resembles

ellipse 30cm to 40cm wide (the major axis) and 20cm to 30cm high (the minor ads). For

simplicity we will start our investigation of the accepøbility of the RDC technique using

an elliptical phantom and then proceed to a real prostate patient.

$ 3.2.1 Phantom Tesfs

Phantom shape and beam configuration:

The shape of a ellipse is completely determined by its minor and major axes. The

shorter the axes are, the more curved the outline will be. As has been mentioned

repeatedly in the previous chapter, the accuracy of the RDC algorithm decreases with the

increase of the patient contour curvature. A small elliptical phantom, ie, IAEA(30x20)

phantomt was used to carry out the acceptability tests for cases of extreme curvature.

Since the outline of an elliptical phantom in the anterior and posterior region is flatter

than in the left and right lateral regions, a left lateral beam of 25 MV x-rays (a common

¡adiation beam used in treating prostate patients) was used for the test as shown in

Fig(3.2-l).

The beam size will also affect the accuracy of the RDC dose distribution. The

wider the beam, the bigger the portion ofthe contour covered by the beam and the worse

I First proposed by International Atomic Energy Association to utilize a generating
formula to create ovals or circles, Entry consists of defining the minor and major
dimensions for the ellipse. IAEA(30x20) represents a ellipse phantom of 30cm
wide and 20cm high.
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the effects of surface curvature will be. We chose lZxl2cm as the dimension of our test

beam, since it is typical of the prostate treatments.

In brief, this phantom test is a single beam plan with a left lateral làxl2cmx-ray

beam (25MV) incident on a IAEA(30x20) phantom. Since this phantom test is deliberately

designed to probe the lowest accuracy of the RDC algorithm in prostaûe region, if the

RDC dose calculation algorithm is found acceptable in this phantom test, it is likely that

the RDC algorithm will generally be acceptable for prostate and abdominal/pelvic

radiation treatments.

Test procedure:

For each single localization error ô, the absorbed dose matrices created by the

RDC technique and the EPM method were compared at every grid point. Their

discrepancies were quantified according to the criteria of acceptance in Table(3.1-1).

since in clinical practice, the magnitude of localization error is usually less than 2.0cm,

eight single-shift tests with the shift magnitude of 0.5cm, l.Ocm, l.5cm and 2.0cm in

either beam axis direction (it corresponds to Z direction here) or cross beam direction

(corresponds to X direction) were included.

Each EPM dose distribution was generated by creating an Equivalent plan

corresponding to each shift according to Eq(2) and Eq(3). Each RDC dose distribution

was generated by executing program DOSCAL under the same given shift.

Test results

Tests results are summa¡ized in Table(3.2.1-l), Table(3.2.1-2), Fig(3.2.1-l) and

Fig(3.2.1-2).
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Table(3.2.1-1) Acceptability of the RDC algorithm on the IAEA(30¿0) phanrom,

when localization error is in the beam axis direction. (symbots defined on page p6g)

Table(3.2.1-2) Acceptability of RDC algorithm on the IAEA(30x20) phantom, when

localization error is perpendicular to the beam axis.( Build-up region ignored)

ll ueam: ôu d.* ec eh Et

0.5cm 0.0mm < +l% <tl% <!.1%

l.Ocm 0.5mm <tl% <tl% < +l%

l.5cm 0.7mm <tl% <tl% <ll7o

2.Ocm l.Omm < +l% <tl% <+t%

I beam: ô, droo ec eh et

0.5cm 0.Omm <tl% <tl% <xl%

l.Ocm 0.0mm <tl% tl% tt%

l.5cm 0.Omm <tl% +l% xt%

2.Ocm 0,Omm <Ll% t2% tt%
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Fig(3 .2. I -l) demonstrates clearly that all significant discrepancies a¡e restricted to

the beam penumbra region, This is consistent with the conclusion derived from section

$2.2, that the approximation of replacingfo(x) | u, withfo(x) | ,r, wilt bring inaccuracies

to the calculated dose values in the beam penumbra region when an axial localization

error is involved. It is also observed from Fig(3.2.1-l) that when the magnitude of the

axial shift increases, the region which is subject to discrepancies greater than 4%

expands. However there is little change in the area subject to discrepancies greater than

l%. All these discrepancies are very close to the geometric edge of the beam. Thus dro*

is a useful parameter to describe the accuracy of the calculated dose values. Table(3.2.1-

1) indicates that if the magnitude of the axial localization error is less than 2.0cm, drn

is well within the 4mm constraint. In other words for typical magnitudes of the

localization errors parallel to the beam, the RDC dose calculation algorithm gives

acceptable results in the prostate region. (For the purpose of clarity, discrepancies of

12% and t3% arc not depicted in Fig(3,2.1-l), they are actually between the ll% and

t4% iso-enor curves. Discrepancies of more than +4% are almost undetectable.)

When the localization error is perpendicular to the beam axis, it can be

decomposed into two components, one in the patient contour direction and the other in

the beam axis direction. Fig(3.2.1-2) shows clearly that the majority of the discrepancies

occur in the beam build-up region (the first 5cm below the skin surface for 25MV beam).

As the magnitude of localization error increases, discrepancies staf to app€ar in other

regions. This observation is consistent with the conclusion derived from section $2.2, that

when the localization error is in the patient contour direction the approximation of

replacingD(r|M) wirh D(Q) will introduce inaeeuraeies to the dose values in the beam

build-up region. Discrepancies in other regions result mainly from the approximation of
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replacing T,(dr',0) withT"(dq',0) in Eq(32), If we ignore the discrepancies in the beam

build-up region, as recommended by other authors [37], we can satisfu the criteria in

Table(3.2.1-2) provided the magnitude of the perpendicular localization error is 2.0cm

or less. In other words, the RDC dose calculation algorithm gives acceptable results in

the prostate region when the magnitude of the involved localization error is 2,0cm or less.

Summarizing the above two results it can be stated that for prosúate cancer patients

the Restricæd Dose Convolution Technique generates absorbed dose distributions which

meet reasonable criteria of dosimetric accuracy over most of the region of calculation.

$ 3.2.2 Prostate patient tests.

Treatment arransement and test orocedure :

The patient studied is a72 years old gentleman (registration number RE9106) with

a localized B2 adenoca¡cinoma of the prostate. A total of 2l CT images with lcm slice

spacing (Ây=lcm) were used in treatment planning (Iheraplan/TP-11 sysiem). At each

CT plane, the outlines of the posterior part of the rectum, the bladder, the femoral heads,

the small bowel as well as the biological tumour volume (BTV) were contoured by the

radiation oncologist. Fig(3.2.2- l) describes the patient's anatomical features on his central

tumour slicp. Since the accuracy of the RDC algorithm may depend on treatment

geometry, two treatments were included in this group of tests. One was a conformal 4-

beam (isocentric SAD=l00cm) treatment with equally weighæd conformal 25MV x-ray

beams in the Anterior, Posterior, Right and Iæft Lateral directions as shown in Fig(3.2.2-

2). (Since this patient is tilted, radiation beams were designed slightly off X and Y

direetions to let the ecntral axes of thc bcams go through the patient mid lines.). The

other treatment was a conformal 3-beam (isocentric SAD = l00cm) plan in a 'Y'
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configuration with beam weights l:1:0.5 in the tæft Anúerior Oblique, Right Anterior

Oblique and Posterior di¡ections at gantry angles of 45", 315' and 184" respectively, as

shown in Fig(3.2.2-3). The shapes of the conformal beams were constructed automatically

from the Beam's Eye View (BEl) projection of an entarged BIV. (Since we are

constructing a conformal 3D plan it would be difficult to chose the beam size by ensuring

coveråge of the MTV to a certain isodose level. 1.0cm was added to the BTV outline on

each slic€. The choice of lcm margin is typical of clinical practice reference) An extra

0.5cm was added to allow for the penumbra. (The use of 0.5cm margin to allow for the

penumbra is certainly somewhat arbitrary, but not unreasonable for a clinical beam.) The

resultant radiation field envelope is 10.5x10.5(cm2) in both treatments, as shown in

Fis(3.2.2-2) and Fig(3.2.2-3).

The RDC was tested on the above plans by comparing its results with those of the

EPM at every grid point. For this test a standard deviation of o=3mm was used to

characlenze the random localization uncertainties, Data from this laboratory and

elsewhere indicate that this is a reasonable value for the standa¡d deviation [10,18].

The EPM dose distributions for the 4-beam and 3-beam plans were generated by

creating two Equivalent Plans of 36 and 27 beams respectively. As discussed in section

$1.4.1, the overall beam number in the Equivalent Plan corresponds to.L x ^|y'. In this

study, Z was either 4 or 3 and N was 9 when ø=3mm and the sampling distance

ds=5mm, as shown in Table 2,3-1. The beams were positioned at the isocentre and a few

axial points, on the X and Z axes, which were 0,5cm and l.0cm away from the isocentre.

The corresponding RDC dose distributions were generakd by using program DOSCAL
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Results:

The iso-error plot (ie, the plot of the discrepancy between the EPM and the RDC

distributions.) on the central CT slice for the 4-beam and 3-beam test are presented in

Fig(3.2.2a) andFig(3.2.2-5). Because the parameters €¿, €¡ âÍd €Þ were specifically

defined to measure the acceptability of a dose calculation for a single beam, their

definition becomes ambiguous in multiple beam plans. Instead of these parameters we

chose d5¿a, as defined previously, to describe the discrepancy in the high dose gradient

region, while the discrepancies in the low dose gradient but high dose value region,

namely the BTV rcgion, was characterizæd by ern, the maximum discrepancy inside the

BTV.

Table(3.2.2-1): Acceptability of RDC technique in prostate treatments @andom

localization uncertainties of o=3mm are involved. (percentages are quoted as a % of the

normalization dose as suggesûed in [37])

Parameter 4-beam treatment 3-beam treatment

dnn l.Omm l.5mm

€¡rv <tl% tt%

Table(3.2.2-l), obtained by checking all the 2l slices, indicates that ifthe standard

deviation value is 3mm the RDC dose values in the BTV region will have less than t I %

inaccuracy, while in the high dose gradient region the discrepancies were found to be less
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than l.5mm. This result suggests that for reasonable localization uncertainties, it is

acceptable to apply the RDC technique to the prostate plan, particularly if we are mainly

interested in applying the RDC úechnique to study the variations ofthe absorbed dose in

the BIlz region.
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$ 3.3 Applicability of the RDC technique

In the previous section we analyzed the accuracy of the RDC technique in two real

prostate treatments, namely, the 4-beam and 3Y-beam treatments, It was recorded that

creating the patient absorbed dose distributions from the EPM method (corresponding to

plans of 36 and 27 beams respectively) required 8 hours or more, comprising 6 to 7

hours of CPU time and 1 to 2 hours of operator time. By the contrast the RDC ûechnique

took only 20 minutes, consisting of 15 to 18 minutes of CPU time and 2 minutes of

otr)erator time. (In both cases the time to construct the initial dose distribution has been

excluded.) This indicates that RDC technique reduces the CPU time by about 20 times

and also saves a substantial amount of operator time. The RDC technique also uses much

less computer storage space than the EPM method. In addition we believe that

optimization of the program DOSCAL would further decrease CPU time and speed up

the calculation by a factor of 2 to 4.

In conclusion, the RDC technique enables us to create the non-stationary patient

absorbed dose distributions in a clinically acceptable time. Its advantage over the EPM

method becomes significant when multiple patient positions are involved. The RDC

technique is thus a clinically useful technique.
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$ 3.4 Summary

In this chapter we have sysúematically investigated the accuracy and the

applicability of the RDC dose calculation algorithm. It was found that for a reasonable

localization error, (oÉ3mm) the RDC dose calculation algorithm can derive reasonably

accurate dose values in the prostaúe aMominal region.

It was also found that the RDC technique is at least 20 times faster than the EPM

method and is much more economical in its use of the computer storage space. It is

therefore more clinically useful than the EPM method.

The RDC as developed here essentially assumes that when the patient moves

relative to the treatment machine the dose distribution remains unchanged in machine

fixed coordinates. In fact the complex shape of the patient's surface and the tissue density

inhomogeneity within the patient result in some features of the distribution "moving with

the patient", The method is therefore limited to situations where surface curvature is

small and density inhomogeneity are insignificant. As has been demonstrated in the pelvic

& prostate region, the RDC technique meets dose computation accuracy requirements.

In the next chapter, we will apply the RDC technique to a prost¿te patient to analyses the

clinical significance of the patient localization uncprtainties.



CHAPTER IV

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF RANDOM LOCALIZATION

UNCERTAINTIES IN EXTERNAL RADIOTHERAPY

-- Application of RDC technique to prostate patient



å 4.1 Material & Method

In this chapter, we shall describe how the proposed RDC technique was applied

to a prostate patient @E9106, the same patient used in chapûer III) to demonstrate the

significance of the translational localization uncerûainties. As has been mentioned, the

RDC technique is useful when either random localization uncertainties are involved or

retrospective localization error data a¡e available. For this patient, retrospective

localization error datâ were unknown. Therefore only the impacts of random localization

uncertainties are to be studied.

RE9l06 is a 72 years old gentleman with a localized B2 adenocarcinoma of the

prostate. He was scheduled to receive radical radiotherapy to a dose of 66Gy to the

prostate gland in 33 daily fractions. A total of 2l CT images with lcm slice spacing

(Áz=lcm) were used in the treatment planning process (Theraplan/TP-l I system). At

each CT plane, the outlines of rectum, bladder, femoral heads and small bowel as well

as the biological tumour volume (BTþ werc contoured by the radiation oncologist.

FigG.2.2-l) depicts the patient's anatomical features on his central tumour slice, where

due to their positions, the bladder and small bowel are invisible. The planning of the

conformal radiation treatment was completed through following sæps:

l) Define high dose region

In common radiotherapy practice, in order to compensate for the effects of

localization uncertainties, the region which is supposed to receive high radiation dose is

always broader than the BIVregion. That is the so-called MTV (Mobile Target Volume)

region. The outline of the MTV was constructed by first adding a margin around the
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outline of the BZV on each CT slice and then followed by adding two nend capsn, namely

two extra slices at the two ends (Y direction) of the BTV, to the BIV in both the inferior

and superior directions. The MTV outlines on the two oend caps" were formed by

inheriting MZV outlines from the extreme inferior and superior slices of the BTV. Or,

íuru-BW+x
1**r-(r-t)*c -
l'rvr-(s+r) crca -

(in CT plane)
MTV.' T ,1t""
MW.- B s\¡c¿

(76)

where Xis the margin size (0.5cm, l.0cm or l.Scm.) B and T are the z coordirøtes of

the last inferior and superior slices of the BTV. Here we assume the slice number

íncreases from top to boxom.

After specifying the chosen margin size "X", the Theraplan system can accomplish above

construction automatically.

2) Define beam configuration:

Two types of treatment strategies using a 25MV linear accelerator were included

in this study. One is a 4-beam (isocentric SAD:lü)cm) arrangement with equally

weighted conformal photon beams in the Anterior, Posterior, Right and Iæft Lateral

directions as shown inFigp.2.2-2). (Since this patient is tilted, radiation beams were

designed slightty off X and Y directions to let the beam central axes goes through the

patient mid lines.). The other treatment arrangement is a 3-beam (isocentric

SAD=lO0cm) plan in a'Y'configuration with beam weights l:l:0.5 in the Iæft

Anterior-Oblique, Right Anterior-Oblique and Posterior directions at gantry angles of 60",
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283'and 185" respectively, as shown in Fig(4.1-1). The gantry angles ofthe oblique

beams were adjusæd to exclude rectum and bladder as much as possible from the

radiation, while the strength of the posterior beam is only half that of the other beams to

decrease the rectum dose. The rationale for presenting both treatment arrangements is to

investigate the differences in the significance of the localiz¿tion uncertainties in different

beam configurations.

3) Define beam shaoe:

The shape of each conformal beam was const¡ucted automatically from the Beam's

Eye View (BEII) projection of the MTV wilh an extra 0.5cm penumbra allowance, as

discussed in section 3.2.2.

4) Define isocentre dose (Do):

After the deþrmination of the beam configuration, (ie, beam energies, beam

locations and beam shapes) the Theraplan system can calculate the relative absorbed dose

distributions in the patient. However the absorbed dose distribution in absolute terms is

not determined until the absolute dose at a reference point in the relative distribution has

been specified. In this work the isocentre is used as the referencp point to which the

absolute dose (in Grays) is specified.

5) Define the criteria for evaluating the dose distribution:

In clinical practice, a treatment plan is designed to meet treatment objectives

prescribed by the physician and the completed plan is evaluated using these objectives to

assess its clinical acceptability. Due to the exisþnce of the locatization uncerûainties,
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conventionally the treatment objective specifies dose coverage of the MTV rather than the

BîV. However it is the dose to the AIV which is clinically important. If the effecs of

localization uncertainties are included in the calculation of the dose distribution, the

treatment objective should be deñned on the BTV, not the MTV. The proposed RDC

technique enables us to calculate dose distributions received by the non-stationary

patients. It is therefore reasonable for us to define a criterion ofdose coverage of the BIV

to evaluate the acceptability of a dose distribution.

Ideally dose distribution should be assessed in terms of tumour control probability

and normal tissue complication probability. However the lack of adequate tissue response

data makes this impractical and simple physical criteria were used in this work.

The EIVdose criterion for this patient, as defined by the physician, was to deliver

66Gy radiation dose uniformly to the BTV [37]. Considering the existence of +2% to

*3% inaca¡racies in the calculated dose values and the existence of inaccuracies in

computing the volume of the BTV, above objective was replaced by a BÎVDose-Volume

constraint which required at least 95% of the BTV be treated to 98% of 66Gy, ie,

64,68Gy. This BIV Ðose-Volume constraint can be expressed as:

*tr-xtoo%<5% (77)

where, frrn ìs the ewire BTV volume and lFr(D<64.68 Gy) is the volume of the pan

of BTV which receives less than 64.68Gy. This part of BTV will be referred to as the

'volume of regret' ín the BTV.
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Any absorbed dose distribution which violated this constraint was considered

unacceptable. Notice that no BTV overdose constraint was used since Hanks et al. [37]

have shown that EZVdoses of l0% to20% higher than the prescribed dose a¡e acceptable

in prostate treatments and none of the plans used here approach these limits.

Consequently BIV overdose is not likely to be a limiting factor in planning the treatment.

Sensitive organ dose constraints were not specified in this analysis since there is no clear

agreement on the appropriate organ dose criteria. Insûead Cumulative Organ Dose

Volume Histograms are to be used to evaluate the dose to sensitive organs.

6) Adiust treatment Darameters:

If a radiation treatment plan was found unacceptable, namely, violating EqQT),

adequate adjustment of treatment parameters would be necessary to improve the

accæptability of the plan, In our study, the only adjustable treatment parameters \¡/ere

margin size (X) and isocentre dose value (Dò.lt is obvious that increasing Do will raise

absorbed dose proportionally throughout the dose distribution and result in more radiation

dose being delivered to lhe BTV rcgion leading to an improved ICP. Increasing X will

cause beam penumbra region to be further away from the Bltlregion and probably result

in a more uniform BI7 dose. Such improved uniformity of dose in the BZtz region should

improve the TCP, However the increase of either of these two parameters will also

introduce a risk of additional damage to the surrounding sensitive organs. Therefore the

most appropriate margin size and isocentre dose values should be the values of Xand Do

at which the dose distribution not only satisfies above BIV Dose-Volume constraint but

also delivers the least amount of radiation to the sensitive organs and surrounding normal

tissues,
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â 4.2

Dose distributions without considering localization uncertainties

It is commonly believed that localization errors in the radiation treatment may

cause tumour underdose and normal tissue overdose. To ensure treatment quality (ie,

guarante€ the satisfactory of expression 77 ,) the two adjustable treatment parameters,

namely the isocentre dose value D, and the field margin size X will have to be adjusted

to accommodate the adverse impacts of localization unce¡tainties. In this study we will

use the necessary adjustment of the most appropriate Do and Xvalues, defined previously,

to prob the significance of random localization uncertainties and investigate the useful

strategies to eliminate the adverse impacts of localization uncertainties.

This section is designed to demonstrate the appropriate isocentre dose Do and the

field margin X when localization errors are completely ignored. In the next section we

will demonstrate the appropriate D, and X values (which will enable the dose distribution

satis$ expression 77) when localization errors are involved and thus use the variations

of D, and X values to investigate the clinical impacts of localization uncertainties. The

Theraplan system was employed to create the stationary conformal 4-beam and 3-beam

dose distributions for the test prostate patient, @ecause of the limiøtion of the RDC

technique, inhomogeneity corrections were omitted from the dose calculation.) The

portion of the BTV which received less than 64.68Gy, ie98Vo of the prescribed dose, was

obtained from the BIl¡s Dose Volume Histogram. Using the terminology of the previous

section this is the volume of regret for the BTV underdose constraint. All results are

summarized in Table(4.2-la) and Table(4.2-lb). Note that the presenbed constraint

required the volume of regret to be less than 5% of the tolal BTV.
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Table(4.2-1a)

The portion of BIV which receives less than 64.68Gy.

4-beam stationary dose distribution:

Vr¡o<ot.æcy¡t-fr

Isocentre dose: D,

65.5Gy 66.OGy 66.5Gy 67.OGy 67.5Gy

Margin

Size

x

0.5cm 95j% 15.6% l.3Vo 0.6% 0.5%

1.Ocm 28.\Vo 0.07o 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

1.5cm 8.0% 0.ÙVo 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
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Table(4.2-1b)

The portion of BTV which receives less than 64.68Gy.

3-beam stationary dose distribution:

Vr(n<o¿.æcy)lVr

Isocentre dose: Do

66,OGy 66.5Gy 67.OGy 67.5Gy 68.OGy

Margin

Size

x

0.5cm 54.2% 40.8% 25.37o t3.t% 4.SVo

1.Ocm M.3% 29.4% t4.7% 5.1% 0.wo

l.5cm 37.6% 2t.4% 8.ÙVo l.SVo 0.0%

Table(4.2-1a) indicates that when the isocentre dose D, was only 66Gy (the desire.d

dose value in the BIII region), a l.Ocm margin was needed to achieve satisfactory BIV

coverage even when localization uncertainties were ignored. Any margin narrower than

l.Ocm allowed the penumbra to extend into the BIV volume and leave part of the BTV

underdosed, @ecause it is observed that the underdose region appeared around the Biry

edges.) This suggests that the 0.5cm penumbra allowance which was used to define beam

shape was not suffrcient. Instead, a l.5cm penumbra allowance is actually needed even

before localization uncertainties are included.

Table(4.2-lb) indicates that in the 3-Y beam situation, the l.5cm penumbra

allowance was still insufficient if the isocentre dose was only 66Gy. Apparently the

magrútude of the adequate penumbra allowance depends on the treatment geometry and
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therefore it is difficult to pre-define a margin which would be adequaúe for all treatment

arrangements. Fortunaûely it is observed from Table(4.2-1a,lb) that if the isocentre dose

Do is higher than 66Gy, a smaller portion of the BZV will be underdosed. This suggests

that in principle we can compensate the penumbra effect by raising isocentre dose Do to

ensure that more than 95% of the BTV receives 64.68Gy or higher. However it should

be reminded that the higher the Do is, the more radiation dose will be delivered to the

sensitive organ and increase the Normal Tissue Complication Probability. Thus the

appropriate isocentre dose should be defined as the lowest dose which will lead to

acceptable BTV coverage for a particular margin size. The appropriate, namely the lowest

acceptable isocentre dose for each plan and margin size are highlighted in Table 4.2-la

& Table 4.2-lb and are summarized in Table 4.2-2. (In all the cases, BZVoverdose are

less than 20% as expected in points of section 4.1)

lable(4,2-2)

Minimum isocentre dose when localization uncefainties are ignored

Adequate isocentre dose D, 4-Beam plan 3-Beam plan

Margin size X

0.5cm 66.5Gy 68.OGy

l.Ocm ó6.OGy 68.OGy

1.5cm 66.OGy 67.5Gy
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The relative absorbed dose distribution for the 4-beam 0.5cm margin plan and the

3-beam 0.5cm margin plan are shown in Fig(4.2-la) and Fig(4.2-1b). It is noticed from

Fig(4.Z-la) and Fig(4.2-lb), that the zl-beam plan dose distribution is more uniform in

the BTV region than that of the 3-beam plan, which causes a relatively lower isocentre

dose to be required by the 4-beam treatment. Furthermore the ¿l-beam plan results in a

smaller volume of non-specific healthy tissue receiving a high dose.

Although the conventional treatment is usually the 4-beam, l.Ocm margin plan with

66.0Gy isocentre dose, Table 4.2-2 indicates that there are five other competitive plans.

The best treatment should be the one among these six plans which delivers the least

radiation to the surrounding normal tissue. However since all the competitive plans in

Table 4,2-2 were derived without considering the effects of localization uncerlainties, it

is therefore unnecessary to further explore the best plan when we are aware that

localization uncertainties are un-avoidable.
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$ 4.3

Effects of random localization uncertainties on tumour local control.

Material & method:

The program DOSCAL was used to modify the dose distributions from the

stationary plans discussed in the previous section to include the effects of random

localization uncerûainties with o=2mm, 3mm and 5mm. The fraction of the BZV which

received less than 64.68Gy radiation at different isocentre doses and different field

margins was again determined from the Dose Volume Histogram for the BlV. The

chosen isocentre dose value ranged, in 0.5Gy increment, from its appropriate value when

localization errors were ignored, shown in Table(4.2-2), to a value which led to a

satisfactory BIV coverage when random localization uncertainties (RLUÐ were included,

The results are summarized in Table 4.3-la,lb,1c,ld,le,lf.
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Table(4.3-la): Volumeof regretin theBTVrcgionafterincludingtheeffectsof RLUs

(for the 4-beam treatment with field margin X:0.5cm)

V'(64.68Gy)/Vr

Isocentre dose: Do(Gy)

66.5 67.0 67.5 ó8.0 68.5

standard

deviation

o

0mm 1.3% 0.6% 0.5% 0.2% 0.0%

2mm 8.3% 2.7% t.2% 0.6% 0.4%

3mm t3.4% 55% 2.5Vo 1.3% 0.7%

5mm 40.4% 20.8% tL3% 6.2% 3.5%

Table(4.3-1a) shows that for the 4-beam, X=0.5cm, Do=66.5Gy treatment, the

volume of regret increases from 13% when localization uncertainties were ignored, to

83%, 13.4% or even 40.4% if the RLUs of o=Zmm,3mm and 5mm have been taken

into account. Such change corresponds to a7.0%,12.1% and39.1% increase of the

volume of regret respectively.
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Table(4.3-1b): Volume of regret in the BZV region after taking RLUs into account.

(For the 4beam treatment with field margin X= 1.Ocm)

fr(ot.æcy)tfr

Do(Gy)

66.0 66.5

standard

deviation

o

0mm 0.0% 0.0%

Zmm t.0% 0.0%

3mm r.0% 0.0%

5mm 9.2% r.t%

Table(4.3-lb) shows that for the n4-beam, X=l.0cm, Do:66Gy" plan, the

additional volume of regret due to the RLUs was 1.0%,1.0% and9.2% respectively

which is much less than the additional volumes of regret in the previous 0.5cm margin

plan. This indicates that increasing margin size can protect the BI7 against some of the

effects of the RLUs. Similar results can be seen in Table(4.3-lc), Table(4.3-ld),

Table(4. 3-l e) and Table(4.3-l f).
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Table(4.3-Lc): Volume of regret in the BTV rcgion after taking RLUs into account.

(For the 4-beam configuration with field margin X= l.5cm .)

tPr¡01.æcy¡tV,

DlGy)

66.0

standa¡d

deviation

o

0mm 0.0%

2mm 0.0%

3mm 0.0%

5mm 0.0%

Table(4.3-1d): Volume of regret in the BTV region after øking RLUs into account.

(For the 3-beam conñguration with field margin X=0.5cm)

Vr(64.68Gy)lVr

Isocentre dose: Dr(Gy)

68.0 68.5 69.0 69.5

standa¡d

deviation

o

0mm 4.5% t.l% 0.6% 0.4%

2mm 7.7% 3.5% 1.3% 0.ïVo

3mm 8.7% 4.8% 2.5% t.6%

5mm 19. Á.oÁ lt.9% 7.5% 5.4%
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Table(4.3-1e): Volume of regret in the BItz region after taking RLUs into account.

(For the 3-beam treatment with field margin X= l.0cm)

fr¡ol.æcy¡tVT

DlGy)

68.0 68.5

standard

deviation

o

0mm 0.t% 0.0%

2mm 0.3% 0.ÙVo

3mm 0.3% 0.0%

5mm 2.3% 0.4%
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Table(4.3-1Ð: Volume of regret in the BTV region after taking RLUs into account,

@or the 3-beam configuration with field margin X= l.5cm)

fr¡ol.æcy¡tVr

DlGy)

67.5

standard

deviation

o

0mm t.5%

Zmm t.7%

3mm t.7%

5mm 2.3Vo
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Discussion:

1: The impacts of random loc¿lization uncertainties.

Above results indicate clearly that random localization uncerüainties have the

poúential of introducing extra volume of regret to the BTV, particularly when the field

margin is narror¡v, The size of the extra volume of regret in the BTV region for a given

beam arrangement depends on three factors, ie, the standard deviation value (ø), the

margin size (X) and the isocentre dose value (Dr). It decreases with the increase of either

X or Do and increases with the increase of ø. It is also noticed that in general, for a

particular margin size the increases of the volume of regret in the 4-beam plan are bigger

than in the 3-beam plan, In other words the 4-beam plan is more sensitive to the RLUs

than the 3-beam plan does.

The reason that the size of the extra volume of regret in the BTV depends on the

isocentre dose value D, is because an increase in isocentre dose will increase absorbed

dose proportionally everywhere and thus in a plan with higher Do, the fraction of BTV

which receives less than 64.68Gy will be smaller. This implies that raising isocentre dose

can effectively protect the BIV against underdose due to RLUs. (However, the BTV

overdose and normal tissue damage are two restrictive factors which may limit the

maximum value of Do)

The reason that the size of the extra volume of regret in the BW depends on ø and

X is also explainable. It is known that the non-st¿tionary patient absorbed dose

distribution is roughly obtained by convolving the original stationary dose distribution

with the probability distribution of the RLUs, as described in Eq(64). The penumbrae in

e The penumbra is defined as the region between the 80% & 20% isodoses.
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the resultant non-stationary dose distribution will thus be wider than that in the original

stationary dose distribution. In other words, convolution will result in the BZV region

being closer to the penumbra. It is also known that the sizæ of the volume of regret in the

BZV is largely determined by the distance between the BTV region and the penumbra. The

shorter the distance is, the bigger the volume of regret will be. The above penumbra

widening effects of the RLUS may create an extra volume of regret in the BTV, additional

to that which occurred when the RLUs were ignored. The bigger the o is, the wider the

penumbra will be and thus a bigger portion of the BIl¡ may be found underdosed. This

accounts for the increase of the volume of regret in the BTV when the value of ø is

increased. However for a given o value, the widening of the field margin size will

increase the distance between the BTV and the penumbra and result in a smaller portion

of the BIV being underdosed. This is why a smaller volume of regret in the BZV always

occurs with a wider field margin plan. This implies that, as expected, increasing the field

margin protects the BTV against underdosing due to RLUs. Of course the increased

margin will result in higher doses to health tissues. This effect will be considered latter.

To explain why the 4-beam plan was found more sensitive to the RLUs than the

3-beam plan, we need to have a closer look at their corresponding stationary dose

distributions. As shown in Fig 4.2-la &.Fig4.2-lb, in the stationary 4-beam plan isodose

values fall off at the edge of the BTV with a higher gradient than that in the 3-beam plan.

The convolution effects of the RLUs will depress the "fall off considerably and this

depression is more severe in the 4-beam plan than in the 3-beam plan. Therefore a bigger

portion of the BZVin the 4-beam plan may be found underdosed. In general, we may

conclude that the RLUs tend to have a gleater impacts on radiation treatments which give

sharper "fall off at the edge of BTV.
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2: Stratcgies to eliminate the adverse effect of RLU.

Table(4.3-la to lf) indicaæ that due to the influence of the RLUs, treatment

straûegies which were otherwise acceptable may no longer satisfy the BI7 Dose-Volume

constraint. Re-adjustment of their field margin and/or isocentre dose value is necessary

to achieve real adequate dose coverage of the BTV. Table 4.2-2 summarizes a variety of

treatment arrangements which were found acceptable when the RLUs were ignored, while

Tabte 4.3-2 shows their new status after taking the RLUs into consideration.
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Table(4.3-2)! The change of the plan acceptåbility after ineluding the RLUs (Assuming

o value is 5mm)

Table(4.3-2) indicates that three treatment strategies which were acceptable without

the RLUs became unacceptable when the RLUs of o:5mm were taken into account.

These strategies are:

Plan (a): B=4, X=0.5cm, Dr=66.5Gy

t0 Acceptability means that 95% of the BTV receives 64.68Gy or more.

tr Represents the total number of beams involved in the treatment.

Plan Acceptabilitylo

No RLU. Incl. RLU.

'a): Brr=4, X=.5cm, Do=66.5Gy Yes Na

b): B=4, X=l,Ocm, Do=66Gy Yes No

c): B-4, X-l.5cm, Do:66Gy Yes Yes

d): B=3, X=0.5cm, Do=68Gy Yes No

e): B=3, X=I.0cm, Dr--68Gy Yes Yes

f): B=3, X=1.5cm, Do=67.5Gy Yes Yes
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Plan (b): B=4, X=1.0cm, Dr=SS.Qçt

Plan (d): B=3, X=0.5cm, Dr=ft.Q6t

In order to ensure sufficient dose coverage to the BZV, re-adjustment of these plans

is necessary, Previous discussion indicates that raising the isocentre dose and increasing

field margin are the two alternative ways of doing this.

2a) Increasing field margin lXt:

Assume that we keep isocentre dose D, unchanged and only increase field margin.

We use "PIan " to represent a plan with an increased margin which will just enable its

dose distribution to satisfu the BIVDose-Volume constraint when the RLUs are included.

If we assume that the magnitude of o is 5mm, the necessary amount of increase of margin

size AX* for all the strategies listed in Table(4.2-2) are summr¡rized in Table(4.3-3)

þased on Table 4.3-la, lb, lc, ld, le, lf).
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Table(4.3-3)

The amount of the necessary increase in the field margin sizæ

Plan: (ø=0) NP Plan : (ø=5mm)

(a): B=4,X=0.5,D0=66.5 0.5cm (a),: B =4,X= 1.0,Dr=66.5

(b): B:4,X= l.0,Do=66.9 0.5cm (b).: B=4,X= l.5,Do:66.9

(c): B=4,X= l,5,Do=66.9 0.Ocm (c),: B-4,X= 1.5,D0=$$.9

(d): B=1,f,=0.5,D0=63.9 0.5cm (d),: B =3,f,- l.O,Dr=63.9

(e): B=3,X=l.0,Do=63.¡ 0.0cm (e).: B =3,X: l.0,Do=63.9

(f): B:3,X= l .5,D0=67.5 0.Ocm (f).: B -3,X: 1.5,D o= 67 .5

Table(4.3-3) suggests that increasing field margin by 5mm or less will be sufficient

to prevent unacceptåble increases of the volume of regret in the BTV region. The

minimum amount of ÄX* depends on beam configuration (B) and initial field margin size

Qf . In other \¡/ords, A)e'is a function of B and X, noæd as ÁX*@,X).

Table 4.3-3 shows that the behaviour of dÍ*(8,Ð is consistent with our previous

discovery that the 4-beam plan is more sensitive to the RLUs than the 3-beam plan. In

other words, the 4-beam plan tends to require a bigger increase of the field size to

prevent the adverse effects of the RLUs.

In conclusion, when the margin increasing technique is utilized to safeguard against

the RLUs, the appropriate treatment plan is one of the following six strategies, ie,

Plan(a)., Plan(b)., Plan(c)., Plan(d)., Plan(e). and Plan(f).. However, it is noticed from
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Table(4.3-3) that: Plan(b),= Plan(c),= Plan(c), Plan(d),= Plan(e).= Plan(e) and

Plan(f¡, = Plan(f. Thus the above six strategies are actually four different ones, ie:

Plan(a),, Plan(c), Plan(e) and Plan(Ð.

2b) Raising isocentre dose Do

Without increasing margin size, the other alternative is to increase the isocentre

dose Do. We use "Plano' to denote a plan with an increased isocentre dose which will just

enable its dose distribution to satisfu the BTV Dose-Volume constraint when the RLUs

are included. If we assume that the magnitude of o is 5mm, the necessary amount of

increase of isocentre dose value Ãd* for all the strategies listed in Table(4.2-2) are

summarized in Table(4. 3-4)
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Table(4.34)

The amount of the necessary incre¿se in the isocentre dose value

Table(4.3-4) suggests that underdosing ofthe target due to RLUs can be effectively

avoided through raising isocentre dose by 2.0Gy or less. The magnitude of Ãd* depends

on individual treatment, namely the beam configuration @) and the field margin size (X).

Generally speaking M* is a function of B and X, noted as Ad*@,X).It decreases with

the increase of X and is found smaller in the 3-beam plans than in 4-beam ones. This

finding is consistent with our previous conclusion that the 4-beam plans are more

sensitive to the RLUs than the 3-beam ones.

When raising isocentre dose is applied to ensure dose coverage of the BI-V, the

appropriate treatment plan for this patient must be among plan(a)¡, plan@)o, plan(c)',

plan(d)o, plan(e)¡ and plan(f)o. It is noticed from Table(4.3-4) that plan(b)o is identical

to plan(a)., Plan(c)o= Plan(c), Plan(e)¡= Plan(e) and Plan(fo= Plan(f) and hence the

plan (o=0) Ad' Plano (o:5mm)

(a): B=4,X=0.5,D0=66.5 2.0Gy (a)o : B - 4,X- 0.5,D0-- 63.5

(b): B=4,X= t.0,Do=66.9 0.5Gy (b)¡: B =4,X= l.0,Oo=66.5

(c): B=4,X= I .5,D0=66.9 0.OGy (c)o: B =4,f,- l.5,Do=66.9

(d): B:3,X=0.5,Do=63.6 l.5Gy (d)¡: B =3,X= 0.5,D0=69.5

(e): B=1,f,:l.0,Do=63,9 0.OGy (e)o: B -3,{= l.0,Do=63.9

(f): B:3,X= I .5,O0=67.5 0.OGy (f)p: B =3,X= l.5,Oo=67.5
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actual competitive plans are: Plan(a)o, Plan(a),, Plan(c), Plan(d)o, Ptan(e) and Plan(Ð.

From the above discussion we conclude that there are two effective approaches to

prevent target underdosing caused by RLUs. One is to increase the field margin and the

other is to raise the isocent¡e dose value. The necessary amount of increase of the

isocentre dose (Ä/t and the field margin (ÂXJ depend on the initial margin size (X)

and, the beam configuration of each individual treatment @) and the magnitude of the

RLUs. The wider the margin and the less sharp the penumbra, the smaller the increase

of margin and isocentre dose which will be required.

In present clinical practice only widening of the field margin is utilized to

compensate for the patient localization uncertainties. The alternative of raising the

isocentre dose is not usually employed. This is due to a concern that raising the isocentre

dose will deliver more radiation dose to normal tissue and thus cause more healthy tissue

damage than is caused by increasing the ñeld margin. In order to test the validity ofthis

concern we need to compare the risk of normal tissue complication to be expected in each

situation. However due to the lack of adequate tissue response data, the direct comparison

of normal tissue complication probability is impractical. Thus the simpler comparison of

organ dose-volume histograms is adopted in this study. Plans to be examined are listed

in the following. They are those which can guarantee satisfactory tumour coverage when

the RLUs (ø=5mm) are considered.

4-beam plans include:

(a)¡ The plan of 4-beam configuration with 0.5cm margin and 68.5Gy isocentre dose

(a). The plan of 4-beam configuration with l.Ocm margin and 66.5Gy isocentre dose

(c) Theplan of 4-beam con-figuration with l.5cm margin and 66.0Gy isocentre dose
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3-beam plans include:

(d)o The plan of 3-beam configuration with 0.5cm margin and 69.5Gy isocentre dose

(e) The plan of3-beam configuration with l.0cm margin and 68Gy isocentre dose

(fl The plan of 3-beam configuration with l.5cm margin and 67.5Gy isocentre dose

Among these plans the one which creates the least risk of damage to healthy

structures considered by the physician to be dose limiting will be considered the best. In

this case the rectum and bladder were specified by the physician as the tissues of concern.

Fig(a.3-l) illustrates the rectum and bladder Dose Volume Histograms associated with

above three 4-beam strategies or shategy (a)¡, (a), and (c). It shows that the plan with

nrurower margin will deposit less radiation dose in the rectum (bladder), although its

isocentre dose is higher. The corresponding best 4-beam plan for this patient is plan(a)o

or the 0.5cm margin plan with 68.5Gy isocentre dose. Fig(4.3-2) illustrates the rectum

and bladder Dose Volume Histograms associated with above three 3-beam strategies or

strategy (d)o, (e) and (f¡. Again it indicates that the plan with the narrower margin

introduces less radiation dose to the rectum (bladder), even though the isocentre dose is

higher. The best 3-beam plan for this patient is plan(d)¡ or the 0.5cm margin plan with

69.5Gy isocentre dose. In these cases it thus appears that increasing the field margin

increases the risk of radiation damage to surrounding normal tissues more than raising

the isocentre dose does. This suggests that even though the conventional margin widening

method for compensating for the patient localization uncertrainties is an effective strategy,

it may not be the best, at least when conformal radiotherapy is applied. Raising the

isocentre dose can on the one hand effectively eliminaæ cold spots and on the other hand

deliver less radiation dose to surrounding normal tissue than would be delivered by a plan
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with a wider margin. It is important to remember that if the isocentre dose is too high,

it may result in tumour overdose and unacceptable necrosis. However in prostate region

tumour doses l0% or 20% above the isocentre dose may be tolerable and none of the

plans suggesûed here exceeded those levels despite the increased Dr,

According to Fig 4,3-l & 4.3-2, either the 4-beam plan (a)¡ or the 3-beam plan

(d)o is the best plan for the patient, Fig(a.3-3) illustrates the rectum and bladder Dose

Volume Histograms associated with these two strategies. It shows that even though the

isocentre dose of the 3-beam plan is higher, it delivers less radiation dose to both rectum

and bladder. It is therefore the best plan for this patient. This result is rather surprising

because 4-beam treatment is the most commonly used treatment strategy for prostate

cancer patients. However because in the 3-beam treatment there is only one beam with

a relatively small weight passing through the bladder and rectum, the risk ofrectum and

bladder damage will be less compared with the 4-beam treatment, This suggests that it

is valuable, especially for the conformal 3D treatments, to adjust the beam configuration

to spare more sensitive normal tissues from receiving a high radiation dose even though

the resulting beam configuration may lead to a higher isocentre dose.

It is important to remember that we only analyzed the risk ofrectum and bladder

damage without discussing the corresponding risk of femoral heads and other normal

tissue damage. In fact Fig 4.2-la &. Fig 4.2-1b indicate that the 3-beam treatment will

probably deliver more radiation dose to the left and the right femoral heads as well as to

other normal tissues surrounding the target, However the femoral heads as well as normal

tissues surrounding the target are not normally dose limiting structures in this type of

treatment, It is therefore justified to only include rectum and bladder in our discussion.
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$ 4.4 Effects of random localization uncertainties on rectum damage

The rectum Dose Volume Histograms with and without considering the random

localization uncertainties (o=5mm) are depicæd in Fig(4.4-l) (for the 4-beam plan with

0,5cm margin). This figure shows that the radiation doses deposiúed in the rectum region

remain almost the same after taking the RLUs into consideration, In other words, the

RLUs barely have any impacts on the risk of rectum damage, Similar results were

observed in other 4-beam and 3-beam treatments.

This observation can be explained as the 'edge smoothing' consequences of the

RLUs (ie. the "blurring" of the sharp fall off of dose value at the edge of BTV). We are

aware that when the RLUs are ignored the absorbed dose values in the rectum region

varies gradually throughout the entire rectum volume. On the anterior side of the rectum,

which is closer to the BTV, the absorbed dose is higher and the absorbed dose decreases

gradually towards the posterior of the rectum without any sudden sharp reductions. In

other words, the dose profile in the rectum region corresponds to a smooth curve without

sharp edges, Thus in the rectum region the convolved dose distribution, namely the

resultant non-stationary dose distribution due to the RLUs, will be very close to the

st¿tionary dose distribution. This is why the rectum dose volume histograms with and

without the effects of the RLUs are found to be similar, as shown in Fig(4.4-1).

This finding is contrary to the common view that the RLUs will result in overdose

to surrounding critical organs and a corresponding increase of normal tissue complication

probability, (It is true that movement must increase dose to tissues immediately

surrounding the BTV, however most of the tissues a¡e not considered dose limiting in the

example considered here, so the slight increase of the dose to these tissues may not

seriously affect the clinical acceptability of the plan.)
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$4.5 Effects of random localization uncertainties on bladder damage

The bladder Dose Volume Histograms with and without considering the random

localization uncertainties (o=5mm) are depicæd in Fig(4.5-1) (for the 4-beam plan with

0.5cm margin). This ñgure shows that the radiation doses deposited in the bladder region

remain almost the same after taking the RLUs into account. In other words, the RLUs

barely have any impacts on the risk of bladder damage. Similar results were observed in

other 4-beam and 3-beam treatments.

This observation is consistent with the result of $ 4.4, and can be explained in a

similar way.
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$ 4.6 Summary

The significance of the random localization unceriainties on the conformal prostate

radiation treatments can be summarized as follows:

1) Effe¡t on tumour local control:

Random localization uncertainties have the potential of creating large underdosed

volumes in the BTV which may result in a decrease of Tumour Control Probability

(TCP). lt was found that in regard to conformal prostate treatments, if the standard

deviation value of the RLUs, o, is 5mm or less, the additional volume of regret in the

BTV rcgion could occupy as much as 40% of the BZVvolume. It was also observed that

the additional underdose volume in the 4-beam conformal treatment is usually larger than

in the 3-beam treatment. It was concluded that random localization uncertainties have

bigger impacts on those radiation treatments which have sharper dose * fall off' at the

edge of the BTV.

We found that three factors determine the size of the additional underdose volume. They

are the extent of the random localization uncertainties (o), the margin size (X) and the

isocentre dose value (DJ. The increase of ø and the decrease of either X or D, will result

in a bigger underdose volume.

We discovered that there a¡e two alternatives to effectively eliminate the generation

of the underdose volume from the RLUs. They include raising isocentre dose and

widening field margin. It was observed that for a prostate cancer treatment if the

magnitude of ø was 5mm or less, increasing field margin by 5mm (or less) or raising

isocentre dose by 2.0Gy (or less) wæ sufficient to eliminate the undesirable effects of the
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landom localization uncertainties. The exact amount of the necessary increase of the

isocentre dose (M'J or field margin (dC*) is determined by the initial margin size and

the configuration of each individual treatment. The narrower the original beams are and

the sharper the original dose 'fall off" at the eÅ,ge of BTV is, the more increase will be

necessary. When conformal therapy is applied, increasing the field margin may result in

greater risk of damage to the surrounding normal tissue than raising the isocentre dose.

2) Effect on damage to dose limifing normal tissues

It was found that random localization uncertainties had insignificant impacts on

both rectum and bladder. In other words at this specific treatment site, the impacts of the

RLUs on the surrounding dose limiting organ damage are probably very small. The

reason is that in bladder and rectum region the absorbed dose varies gradually without

sudden sharp changes (unlike the dose distribution in the tumour region), thus the edge

smoothing effects of the RLUs will not modifu the absorbed dose as significantly as they

do in the tumour region..

3) Remarks on radiotherapy strategy to prevent the adverse effects of localization

uncertainties

Ifrandom localization uncerûainties were the only uncertainties of concern, the best

conformal treatment for this prostate patient would be the 3-beam plan with a 0.5cm

margin and 69.5Gy isocentre dose. This 3-beam plan was found less susceptible to

localization uncertainties, while depositing less radiation dose than the 4-beam plan to

both the rectum & bladder. Compared with plans used in common clinical practice, such

as: 4-beam with margin X=l.Ocm, l.5cm or more and isocentre dose D, = 66Gy, this
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is an unconventional plan with a narrower margin and higher isocentre dose. This result

indicates first that the traditional 4-beam treatment may not always be the best beam

arrangement for prostate patients when the RLUs are allowed, secondly the traditional

radiation field may be too broad which will ineviøbly introduce an unnecessarily large

risk of damage to the surrounding normal tissue. If tumour overdose is not in a great

concern, raising isocentre dose can on the one hand effectively eliminate cold spots and

on the other hand result in less radiation dose to the surrounding sensitive organs than

would occur if a wider margin were used.

It should be remembered that if systematic localization uncerûainties are present,

the above choice of 0.5cm margin may not be adequate. This is because in order to

prevent the adverse effects of a constant localization error in one direction, an extra

margin may have to be added to shape the outline of the MTV. It is expected from

geometrical considerations that the width of margin required will be comparable to the

size of the systematic localization error.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION OF TItrS TIIESIS
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1: The necessity for evaluating the effecfs of patient localiz¿tion unc¡rtainties:

Evidence accumulated in the last 20 years or so indicates that localization

uncertainties occur frequently in the practice of external beam radiotherapy. Preliminary

clinical and theoretical studies suggest that observed localization uncertainties are

clinically significant. They can lead to geographic misses and consequently an increased

rate of treatment failure. To achieve improved tumour local control, we need to include

localization uncertainties in the dose planning process to study their effects on the patient

absorbed dose distribution and so choose optimum treatment strategies which can prevent

or limit the adverse consequenc€s of the localization uncertainties.

2. Possible approaches to incorporate localization uncertainties into treatment

planning process.

Traditional Treatment Planning systems do not include the effects of the RLUs.

The conventional dose calculation algorithm is based on the assumption that a patient's

body is a rigid stationary object, the resulting dose distribution does not truly represent

a patient absorb€d dose distribution unless localization uncertainties are negligible. To

incorporate localization uncertainties into the dose calculation process requires the

development of a improved dose calculation algorithm.

We have developed an automatic technique, namely the Restricted Dose

Convolution Technique, which is method of calculating dose distributions absorbed by

a patient who is subject to localization uncertainties. The RDC method derives the non-

stationary patient absorbed dose distribution directly from the original intended

distribution. To a reasonable approximation it was found that for a single beam any

localization error in the beam axis direction will cause the absorbed dose distribution to
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be changed according to the inverse square law, while any localization error parallel to

the patient contour within the beam will cause the absorbed dose distribution to be a

shifted version of the original intended dose distribution, The dose distribution for a

single beam subject to an arbitrary shift in the CT-plane was obtained by decomposing

the shift into components along the beam axis and parallel to the patient's surface and

performing the calculations for the two components sequentially. This procedure was

repeated for each beam before summing over beams in the usual way. The RDC method

works roughly 20 times faster than calculating dose distributions separately for several

isocentre points. The RDC algorithm satisfies reasonable dose computation accuracy

requirements in prostate and abdominal treatment regions.

Due to the approximations of the RÐC technique, its application is mainly

restricted to those treatment sites where the curvature of the patient external contour is

quite small. Besides, the present RDC technique considers only translational uncertainties

in the CT plane which occur between different treatment fractions. It ignores translations

perpendicular to the CT plane, rotations and changes of any sort between beams during

one f¡action. This limits considerably the application of the present RDC ûechnique.

3. Signifïcance of random localization unccrtainties.

Results obtained from a typical prostate patient indicate that random localization

uncertainties have the poæntial of creating large underdosed volumes in the BI7 which

may result in the decrease of Tumour Control Probability (TCP). lt was discovered that

in regard to conformal prostate treatments, if the søndard deviation value of the RLUs

(ø) is 5mm or less, the additional volume of regret in the BIV region eould oeeupy as

much as 4.0% of the BTV volume. It was also found that random localization uncertainties
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have bigger impacts on those radiation treatments which gives sharper dose " fall off at

the edge of lhe BTV.

Three factors determine the sizæ of the additional underdose volume. They are the

extent of the RLUs, the field margin size and the isocentre dose value. The increase of

margin size and the isocentre dose value will result in a smaller underdose volume, while

the increase of the extent of random localization uncer&ainties will lead to a larger

underdose volume.

We discovered that there are two alternative approaches to effectively eliminate the

generation of the underdose volume caused by the RLUs. They are raising isocentre dose

and widening the field margin. In our test case it was observed that if the magnitude of

ø is 5mm or less, increasing field margin by 5mm or raising isocentre dose by 2.0Gy was

sufficient to eliminate the adverse effect of random localization uncertainties. The exact

necessary increase of the isocentre dose value (Ad'J and the field margin size (A)flt are

determined by the initial margin size and the configuration of each individual treatment,

The narrower the original beams are and the sharper the original dose "fall off' at the

edge of the BTV is, the more increase will be required. Widening the field margin may

result in a greater increase in dose to surrounding normal tissues than results from

increasing the isocentre dose.

In the test case random localization uncertainties had insignificant impacts on both

rectum and bladder doses. They had very little effects in increasing the risk of critical

organ complications in this clinical case.

It should be remembered that the above results on random localization uncertainties

were obtained by using a Gaussian distribution as the model for the RLUs plus an equally

spaced sampling of the patient position in two orthogonal directions.
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4. Future work

Although RDC technique in its present form is capable of rapidly creating non-

stationary dose distributions for prostate patients, modifications in the dose calculation

algorithm would be ne¡ded to permit wider application of this technique. Modifications

in the convolution algorithm would further improve computation speed and later include

localization uncertainties in the superior-inferior direction into consideration.

Modifications in the sampling procedure might lead to I b€tter approach to represent the

RLUs and thus provide more useful information on the significance of the RLUs.
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rig(1.4-l) Traditional treatmcnt planning process 113

Define a trcatnrcnt or "a plnnt'

- configuration of all beams.

Fetch current beam information
l:beam configuration
2: beanr propcrties

Crcate stationary Benm DoseDistribr¡tion

-Received by a stationary patient

-From the current beam

Any other beams included
in this plan ?

Crcatc Plnn Dosc Dislribr¡lion
by adding together beam dose distributions

Next beam becomes the current beam
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f)cfirrc n trcntnrcnt or "a plnn"
--- corrfiguration of all bcams.

Replace the current plan
with a modificd plan, or

Fcúch cr¡ rrcnt l¡cam inforn¡ation
I : beam configuration
2: beam properties

Creâf c stntionâry Bcam Dosc Distribution

-Received by a stationary patient

-From the current beam

Any other beams included
in this plan ? Which will correspond to

!hc disl ri ht t I i on dc I ivcrcd
lo a t,o,t-slatio,rary patient !

Crc¿rtc PIan Dosc Distribrrtion
by adding together beam dose distriburions

Next bcarn L¡ccolncs the currcnt lrcam
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Dcfine a treatmcnt or "a plan'

- configuration of all beams.

Next beam becomes the cunent

Fetcl¡ current l¡cam inforlnatio¡t
l:beam configuration
2: beam properties

Co,tvert caterú bean lo
Eq ¡valcnt ßcan, $'ith:
I: the sante confgumtion
2: chonged beant ptopeflies

Create stationary Beam Dose Distribrrtion

-Received by a stationary patient

-Frorn the currcnt bcam

other beams included
l{hich ttill correspond lo
the distt' i bu t i ot t dc I i vc rc ¿l

loano -slalionary patient !

Create Plau Dose Distribution
by adding together beam dose distributions
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Next beam becomes the current beam

Dcfi¡rc n trcntnrcnt or "a plan"

- configuration of all beanls.

Fctch cr¡rrcnt bc¡nt irtfornlntiott
I : beam configuration

Crcntc st¡tio¡rnry Bcnnr Dose Distributio¡r

-Received by a stationary patient

-From the current beam

Any other beams included IVltich u,ill correspond lo
the distribution de livered
lo a non-slat¡otrary palictìt !

Crcntc Plan Dose Distributiorr
by adding together beam dose distributions
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Fig(1.4-5):

Radiation field intended to be
received by the patient.

Fig(1.4-6):

Radiation field actually
received by the patient
when he is at lcm right
of his intended position.

Fig(1.4-7):

Radiation field received by
the patient from another beam
which is placed at lcm left of
its intended position,



Fig(2.1-1) : Absorbed dose at point "P"

P is a point on a slice of offlset "y". It locåtes at "x" away
from beam central axis and "d" depth below the skin surface.

Radiation source

Patient contour outline
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L,j.
D(P) = Dpr'(P) + D'ot (P)

= Da(d,SSDX fo (x,y) T,(d',O) + S"(d',r)l
( "r " represents field radius.)



Fis(2.1-2):

Initial SSD, d, x, d' and their corresponding actual
values after taken localization error into account.

Original source position

119

Pâtient contour outline

-J
Localization erro¡ is defined as the translation of the
patient position, which conesponds to line segment S'S.
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Fig(2.1-3)

(SSD, d, x, d' ) and ( SSD1, d ,, x' dr') values
when localization erro¡ (line segment s-t) is in beam axis direction,

Initial source position S
dt=d
x1=x
SSD=SSDr+ôr

Actual source position Sl

Patient contour outline

l̂n
I

Beam axis direction

jd,

L



l2tFig(2.1-a)

(SSD, d, x, d' ) and (SSD', d 1 ¡ x1 r d1') values
when localization error is in contoui dirèction, nãmely Eþ direction.

Actual source position Initiâl souIce position

S
S'*- ô

ssD I

d

Pâtient contour outline



Fie(2.1-s)
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Decomposition of localization error (line segment S'S)

I's = ô,1ç gog

and,
ôr=D;El
ôbdssD-ssDJ

cs-È - sJ

Pâtient contour outline
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The difference between dt and drt when
localization error is in beam axis dlrection.

S Initial source position

d'=d/sin(q)
dr'=d/sin(qr) Qo

s'

l"
I

Beam axis direction



FieQ.2-2)

The difference between dr' and dqt, when localization error is
in contour direction . (fhe direction of line segment flÈ )

Initial source position

rP
xq.

Patient contour outline

124

Actual source position
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Fig(z.2-3)

Zero-area Tissue Phantom Ratio vs Depth for 25 MV X-rays and

Cobalt unit at reference depth 5.0cm. ( Data from John &
Cunningham [31]).
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Discretization of continuous probabilify distribution

D



Fig(2.3'2) Progrom "DOSCAL" flow e hqrf 127
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ht which,

Subroutine LOACUR is a Theratronics' routine.
Subroutine LOADl, SHDAT, OPBMAT, DCOPSH and RDC are written
by the author
Program CMSUM1 is a modified Theratronics' program to store the plan
dose matrix.

I70: A loop variable represents the current beam number.
NSLC: A loop variable represents the current slice number.
NBEAM(SO): Beam registration number.
NBM: Total number of beams included in this plan.
NPLAN: Current plan registration number.
NSLICE: Total number of CT slices involved in the planning.
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Fig(3.2-1)

Bealn arrangement in ellipse phantom fest
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Fig(4.3-1)

Cumulative Rectuln & Illadder Dose Volunre l{istogr.anrs

( for 4-beam plrns after including the RLUs, calculared on 2l C'l'sliccs)

(a),,: plan(4-beanr,X=0.5cnr,Do=68.5Cy) o=5rr¡¡

(a).: plan(4-beanl,X=1.0cni,Do=66.5Gy) o=5nun

(c) : plan(4-beam,X=1.5cln,Do=66.OGy) o=-5u1rr
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Fig(4.3-2)

Cumulative Rectuln & Bladder Dose Voluure Histograuts

( for 3-bcanr plans after including the IìLUs, calculated orr 2l C'l'slices)

66

Dose (cy)

(d)'r: plan(3-beam,X=0.5cr¡r,Do=69.5Gy) o=5nìnr

(e): plan(3-beam,X=1.0cnr,Do=68.0G)') o=5mrn

(f) : pl iut(3-bearrr,X= 1 .-5cnr, Do=67. 5 G1,) o=.5 nrnr

Bladder

c
¡l'
r¡t
Lo

o
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Fig(4.3-3)

Cuurulative Recturn & Bladder Dose Volulne Histograurs

( on 2l slices for a 4-beam and a 3-beanl treatrner)t after incluclirrg thc RLUs)

(d)o: plan(3-beant,X=0.5cnr,Do=69.5Gy) o=5rìr¡ì

(a)o: plan(4-beam,X=0.5cnr,Do=68,5G),) o=5mtÌt
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Fig(1.a-Ð

culnulative Recturn Dose volume Histograrns n,ith ancl l,ithout
consider.ing the IILUs ( includirrg 2lC'l' slices)

66

Dose (cY )

(1): plan(4-beam X=0.5cm,Do=66Gy) o=Qrnm

(2): plan(4-beam,X=0.5crn,Do=66Cy) o=5rnnr

r.00
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Fig(a.s-1)

cullrulative Bladder Dose volunre Histograurs *'ith ancr rviilrout
consideling the RLUs ( inclurling Zl CT slices)

(1): plan(4-beam X=0.5cni,Do=66Gy) o=Qr¡m

(2): ¡rlan(4-bcarn,X=0..5crn,1)o=66Cy) o=5rì¡rì


